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Quiet Evolution:
A Performance Study
By: L1.uren Cannon
Mentor:
Professor Paige Porter
Quiet Evolution: A Performance Study is a performance thesis. It is my
journey through performance and self-analysis. With my desire and curiosity on
how a performer transforms I explored my experiences as a performer on and
off the stage. I was interested in how our mental state affects our physical state.
Through my journey I have discovered how I have evolved as a performer and
dancer.
I chose the title Quiet Evolution because it explains the transformation I
have experienced through my college career. Evolution can be defined as a
gradual development in which something changes into a different, more
complex, or better form. In my case it is the development in which I have
become a different, better form of dancer and performer. Quiet is used to
describe the negative mental battle I keep hidden from the external world. In
mapping out every college dance class I have taken, each year is full of different
memories. Through my quiet evolution as a performer it is imperative to
recognize and remember the steps I have taken that led me to my place today.
I started out participating in writing a journal. In each journal I wrote down
my thoughts, good, bad, or indifferent. I filmed my performances to self-analyze
how the connection between my mental state and physical state influences my
performance quality. I then began to use primary and secondary methods of
research and dialogue with other dancers about their mental states. More
specifically I asked them about how they perceive and handle rejection,
judgment, and failure. Through research and interviews I have found just how
deep a performer's mental state is in connection to their physical body. The
fascinating. It has become evident
power of a dancer's mind is
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through my research, observations, and self-analysis that each dancer
experiences a quiet evolution to some extent.

INSIDE THE VOID
Choreographer:

Ho,y Johnston

Biography:
Holly Johnston was born in South Korea and has lived in the
United States since her adoption at the age of four. She
is the artistic director of ledges and bones dance project.
LABdp is a collection of contemporary dance artists
collaborating to create original choreography through a
rigorous process of improvisation, experimentation and
repetition. Johnston was selected by Dance Magazine as
one of their "top 25 to Watch" in 2007 for her "fearless
and fluid" (Dance Magazine) approach to choreography.
She is a performer, choreographer and movement
educator holding a BA in Dance from Loyola Marymount
University. She emerges from a career as a dancer using
her passionate performance style and her relentless
drive for movement invention to create work as an
independent choreographer alongside her company of
dancers based out of Los Angeles and/or San Francisco.
Johnston's choreography has been described by
critics as "stunning ... "(-NYTheatre), "hard-driving,
hyperphysical"(-LA Times) .... "lovely, pleasing,
unpredictable, consistently interesting" (Dance Insider,
NY) Her choreography has been presented in New York,
Arizona and extensively throughout Los Angeles at The Ford
Amphitheater, Highways Performance Space, Diavolo Performance
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Space, El Portal Theater, and FOCUSfish with performances at ODC
Theater/San Francisco and The Linhart Theater/NYC as a part of the
Ledges anc; Bones 2007 Touring Season. Earlier in her career she
was a founding member of Tongue Contemporary Dance (AD:
Stephanie Gilliland) and worked as a principle dancer, master
teacher, and the company's rehearsal director from 1997-2005. She
has received five Lester Horton Award nominations, for Outstanding
Ensemble Performance and Outstanding Achievement in Costume
Design. She has performed na·,:onally and internationally and has
toured to Malaysia/Singapore, New York, Las Vegas, Mexico,
Vancouver BC, San Francisco, Detroit, and The Cayman Islands. She
has performed in venues such as the Joyce SoHo, The Getty Center,
Cultural Centre de' Tijuana, The RedCat, The Sharon Disney Lund
Theater, City Center, Yerba Buena Center for the Arts, Carpenter
Center and many others throughout the United States and abroad.
She has performed in corporate industrials for companies such as
Mercedes, Volkswagen, Union Pacific Railroad, The Ritz-Carlton and
The Grammy's '06 & '07.
Johnston is "ferociously dedicated to movement education"
(Dance Magazine). She has taught Master Classes and Workshops for
institutions such as UCLA, California Institute of the Arts, Cal State
University Long Beach, ldyllwild Arts Academy, Loyola Marymount
University, UC Santa Barbara, UC Irvine, UC San Diego, Cal State
Fullerton, Orange Coast College, Moorpark College and American
College Dance Festivals, Dance New Amsterdam. She will complete a
teaching and choreographic residency for University of Utah in
January 2008. Johnston also curates the performance series
EXCHANGE; produces an annual intensive, SummerLAB that draws
students from across North America for a two-week summer
workshop in dance technique, composition and performance, and
produces Emerging ABOVE GROUND a launching ground for
contemporary choreographers. She is an artist in residence at the
DANCElab@The Diavolo Studios where she teaches classes in her
signature movement style and rehearses with her company. She is
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currently part-time faculty for Loyola Marymount University, Cal
State Long Beach and Cal State Los Angeles where she continues to
engage the rigor that transforms passion into art. Johnston is
honored to be invited to participate in the ODC Theater Artist-inResidence Program from 2009-2012 and will be expanding her
artistic endeavors throughout the San Francisco/Bay Area.

Choreographer' s Aest1 etic:
Holly Johnston' s movement is abstract, physical, and athletic.
Full of substance her work explores movement intention and physical
discovery. She uses a lot of partnering and body connection between
her dancers. Her movement involves taking risks physically and
emotionally in practice and performance. Her work involves aerial,
grounded, and bound movement that is can be direct and indirect in
its focus. Her artistry and visceral movement derives from her
passion to move and brilliance. Her movement development is an
exploration of improvisation, relationships between her dancers, and
the complexity of the human body. Her movement possesses volume,
dynamic, and contrasting movement qualities. Holly' s work is
physically demanding, unique, and artistic.
Intention of ulnside The Void" :
The intention of the piece is how one experiences breaking out
of the void. The experience of breaking free from whatever is holding
you back. It explores the idea of being negated versus applicable.
Existing outside of the void requires the removing the weight that
emptiness and loneliness carries. This piece embellishes in the
dancers artistry through voluminous movement, the developing
connection between the dancers, and the illustration of enlightenment
through shedding clothing. When I am performing this work I am
reminded why I dance. I dance because it frees me. Movement is my
way of stepping outside of the void. The ideas of negate versus
applicability influences the journey of my performance from
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beginning through the end. My intent changes from carrying a
burden to ridding all my burdens and freeing my spirit once I remove
the hooded coat. My intention influences how I approach each
performance physically and emotionally differently every night. It is
the driving force of my expression and how I communicate truth
within my movement.

Music:

Shake Loops: I. Shaking and Trembling by John Adams

CAST:
Angela Bergamo

Mackenzey Franklin

Rose Xing

Lauren Cannon

Jhia Jackson

Elizabeth Chitty

Jesse Chin

Charles Roy

(understudy)

Production elements:
The dancers begin in silence. The music quietly fades in as the
dancers execute a jump sequence. Other dancers enter and put their
hoods on while lying on the floor. The dancers continue to perform
with hoods covering their heads and faces, then revealing their faces
by removing their hoods, and then putting them back on. In the
middle of the piece the dancers remove the hooded coats. The piece
starts with a dancer moving in the dark, the lights then slowly reveal
the dancer to the audience. This element causes the audience' s view
to shift, realizing the piece has already begun. There are different
shifts in the lighting design.

length:

9: 15

Role in the Dance:

Member of Ensemble

Strength and Challenges as a technical dancer:
The strengths I bring as a technical dancer to the work is my
capability to learn and retain choreography, strong, bond, muscular
and athletic movement, my since of timing and body awareness, how
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I energetically move through space, and the buoyancy of my jumps.
am a stable and able to lift others. I am able to pick up small and
large d"'tails, as well as take correction.
My technical challenges are the lack of flexibility in my hips, my
lack of extension, and consistency in the balance of weight. I have
tight hips and lack high leg extension. I am more of a muscle mover
rather then a bone mover. I am still working on the consistency of
balancing my weight in some of my movement. I am working on
staying grounded and stror g in my legs in connection with the floor.
Another technical challenge I face is when I am being the partner
lifted. I am not very familiar with being the person that is lifted I
usually do the lifting. I am timid when it comes to the approach of
letting someone else take my weight.

Strengths and Challenges as a performer:
The strengths that I possess as a performer are being able to
bring energy to the stage, make a connection between the dancers
am dancing with, and the joy I have for dancing on stage. I am able
to connect with my fellow dancers rather then dancing only for an
individual purpose. I am aware and able to build and feed of off
other dancers on stage. I love to perform and when I step on to the
stage no matter how nervous I get, I thrive on the feeling that fills my
soul when I am performing.
The challenges I face, as a performer is my confidence and
nerves. I struggle with self-confidence issues that can sometimes
hold me back from performing in my fullest self. My nerves do not
affect me as much as they use to, but I still get nervous before I
perform it does not affect my physical performance though. My
confidence is an issue that I am continuing to deal with. The more I
become aware of how my self-confidence affects me the more
control I have over my negativity.

What do I want to learn?
I want to learn and become more comfortable with partnering. I
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also want to gain knowledge on a consistent approach to movements
that are difficult for me. I am ready to learn more of Holly' s
choreography and her choreographic process. I am excited and ready
to be challenged.

What are my goals?
My goals are to become more consistency in the execution of
my dancing and my body alignment. I want to be able have better
confidence in my partnerir.J skills. I also want to become closer to
the cast and Holly. I want Holly to see me as an intelligent and
mature dancer.

What are my fears?
I fear that I will not be a good enough partner. I also fear that
Holly will not see me as a professional, smart, hard-working dancer.

INSIDE THE VOID: The Rehearsal Process

Dance Development Journals
Journal: (9/15/10)
I discovered today that when I am given certain guidelines
create my own movement I think about my upper body first and then
add in my lower body. Holly gave us a prompt to infuse some of her
movement with our own movement and it had to spell our name. I
concentrated more on my upper body and she gave me the correction
to add in more movement with my legs, using more plie'

and aerial

movement. I also discovered that I am not comfortable in my
partnering skills. I feel comfortable lifting others, but I get timid and
uncomfortable when other people lift me. I learned that I should not
get nervous when I am showing my own movement. I got really
nervous today when Holly asked each dancer to show the movement
we created. I need to be proud in my creation and how I naturally
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move. I learned that I must remember every piece of movement that
is taught because it is not the choreographer' s job to remember it' s
the dar;cers. I also learned to dance like a balloon, moving with more
loft, fluidity, bounce, and roundness. I was a little frustrated because
I was having a difficult time with dancing in the quality of a balloon. I
was struggling with picking up the dynamic quality Holly was looking
for. I felt like I came alive when Holly gave us the prompt and
freedom to create our own movement. I was concerned when other
dancers had to lift me bec2 ....1se I feel that I am too heavy. How do I
relax when I am being lifted? I will ask this during the rehearsals
when I get lifted. Holly gave us the critique to dance like a balloon
and also to arch when being lifted. I tried to dance with a balloon like
quality by using more breath, bounce, and roundness in my
movement. The more I got lifted I kept arching my back more and
more until I got it correct. My technical challenges today were
dancing with correct dynamics, and having proper alignment during
lifts. My performance challenge today was projecting out while still
learning and concentrating on the new choreography.
Journal: (9/22/10)
Today in rehearsal we did a lot of different partnering exercises
and choreography and I discovered that I am awkward when I partner
with people. We also got into groups and choreographed our own
movement. Suzy and I were partners and created movement that was
challenging but also accented our abilities. I have discovered that I
lack knowledge in partnering tools. I also discovered that my jumps
and floor work is strong. I learned when I am partnering with people
that it helps to listen and make eye contact with one another. I
learned when I am learning Holly' s choreography I must concentrate
on the little details and transitions in order fully understand the
movement. I am continuing to learn how to move with my bones
instead of muscular. I am a muscle mover and it is difficult for me to
elongate and reach through my extremities. I was frustrated because
I felt that I was a poor partner when it came to certain lifts. I felt alive
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in the phrase Suzy and I created. It reminded me that I am capable of
doing great movement. Holly' s rehearsals continue to push me to
grow by m;,king my body move in a way that is different and
uncomfortable for me. I enjoy this push, but I am struggling. Why am
I finding Holly' s movement hard to pick up and adapt into my body?
I am asking this question each time I learn new choreography. Holly
gave us the critique to concentrate on our transitions and the in
between steps. She really enjoyed the phrase work Suzy and I
created, which really encourag, us. She gave us the critique to use
more plie'

and more use with our legs. This information advanced

our phrase and we were quite fatigued after making these changes in
our choreography. The technical weaknesses I worked with today was
using my external rotation and using my legs more. My performance
strength today was in the way I approached the phrase Suzy and I
choreographed. I felt alive and enjoyed each movement, expressing
myself through my body and face.
Journal: (9/29/10)
Today' s rehearsal consisted of putting different phrases
together and learning each other' s phrases from last rehearsal.
discovered that every dancer in this piece moves very different and
unique. I also discovered that the cast has a special bond and respect
for one another. I learned Mackenzie' s phrase, which contained
more gestures and was different for my body. I focused on imitating
her quality of movement, which gave me more information on
moving with my bones instead of my muscles. I was concerned with
creating the pictures Holly wanted. I was a little overwhelmed with
how to approached the quality of Mackenzie' s style. When I relaxed
and just went for it I was able to move forward and adapt the
different quality of movement. I came alive when Suzy and I taught
our phrase to the rest of the dancers. I really enjoy teaching and
helping the other dancers understand and retain the movement Suzy
and I had created. After teaching I had questions about which ways
are best when teaching other people movement. As I teach and get
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more exposure with working with other dancers my questions will
become answered. Holly gave me the critique to expand my
movement through using my backspace. When I concentrate on my
backspace and expand the kinesphere in which I dance my movement
expands and elongates. The technical challenges I faced in practice
were staying grounded in my legs and using the floor. I felt that I
was not dancing in my body and felt I was moving above the floor.
was not as focused on my performance challenges during practice
today. My performance wa; natural and in relationship with my
emotions. I felt that today' s rehearsal process was full of
exploration and discovery.
Journal: (10/6/10)
I made the discovery today in rehearsal I need to dance with
more confidence. I struggled with partnering and was dealing with
self-esteem issues. I am not sure why this happens to me, but there
are days when I get into the studio and my thoughts become
negative. I feel that I did not dance very well today. I was working
hard but sometimes my hard work does not seem like enough. I was
not placed in many parts today, which I think fed into the negativity I
was experiencing. The dance changes every rehearsal; therefore, I
should not worry about what parts I am placed in, but I do. Towards
the end of rehearsal when I actually starting really dancing I felt I was
being held back in a way. Why does my self-esteem and negative
arise and why does it hold me back from dancing to my full
potential? I do not know when these questions will be answered for
me, but I hope soon because I cannot go out into the professional
world with confidence issues. My technical challenges today were in
my partnering. Jesse and I were paired together and he was
experiencing difficulty lifting me. I was so discouraged, because I felt
like I was too heavy and could not be a good partner. We then
switched roles and I lifted him. I could do it, and we successfully
completed the lift. Though I am strong and value my skills to lift
others, I still need to be able to be a good partner. I need to have
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good technique so others can lift me and I need to be light enough to
be able to be lifted. I am struggling with my weight and that could be
a reascn why I am having negative thoughts. As a woman in the
dance world weight is a big issue I try not to let it get to me, but
honestly sometimes it does. There are moments when I wish my
body were not muscular and a lot thinner. I need to realize God made
me the way I am and I need to celebrate my health. I have also
learned I need to change the way my mind works, in with the positive
and out with the negative.
Journal: (10/13/10)
Today I discovered just how many differences there are
between Holly and Sonya' s work. Their teaching and
choreographing process, the movement' s relationship to music and
sense of timing, and their use of space are contrasting. Holly' s
choreographic process is based more on the dancers and the
relationship between one another. She teaches in a way that is very
detailed oriented and precise. She teaches in sections that are later
set on certain dancers and structured in a way that Holly feels fit.
She uses improvisation, partnering, and opposition in her
choreography process. Her movement does not have a direct
relationship with the music like Sonya' s work has so far. The timing
of the movement derives from within the dancers in contrast to
Sonya' s where the timing is based on the music. Holly uses the
entire stage and breaks up the space by limiting the amount of
dancers on stage. She doesn't always have all of the dancers on
stage. In contrast Sonya is using all of her dancers on the stage and
a lot of traveling movement across the stage.
Journal: (10/20/10)
In rehearsal tonight Holly set more of a clear structure of the
dance. Through being apart of her choreographic process I have
discovered a new way in which to outline and structure a dance. I
really enjoy how we have learned new material and built on each
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section during each rehearsal. I have learned that Holly' s type of
choreographic process puts less pressure on how the dance will
begin 2,nd end, allowing the dance to stream together in a natural and
organic way. It is exciting to see how each section fits with another
and how the movement transitions throughout the dance. I was not
overwhelmed or concerned about anything in rehearsal tonight only
eager and ready to retain information. I came alive during the last
time we danced through the structured movement. I felt a certain
excitement and energy bet, ✓ een my fellow dancers because we knew
what we were doing and we had begun to really perform and dance
together. How will the dance progress and where will it take me? I
am curious to see what my role is and what the dance will become.
Holly complimented us on our ability to retain and perform the
choreography and she was excited to see the dance begin to come
alive. My technical challenges were in the lift between Angela and I.
was experiencing difficulty in getting her on my shoulders and
stabilizing her weight on top of me. My strengths were in being able
to retain and keep my stamina high throughout the whole rehearsal.
My performance strength was through finding a connection with the
rest of the cast members while we were dancing. I felt that on an
individual level I could of performed fuller and with more expression.
Journal: (10/27/10)
Today I discovered that Suzy and I dance and partner very well
together. We each compliment on another and possess a special
connection when we are dancing. I learned from watching her and
seeing her strengths, that I am able to learn so much from her
dancing. I took things that I admired and like about the way she
moved and adapted them into my dancing. I learn a lot from
watching my peers. I was a little concerned today because I was
experiencing a lot of pain in my lower back. With all of the lifts and
partnering my back pain was distracting me from fully focusing and
concentrating. I watched the relationship between Jesse and Charles
come alive in rehearsal today, which was excited. Holly created a
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partnering sequence on them and they were able to really connect
and execute every lift with intention and purpose. Their connection
was ve,y enjoyable to witness. Charles and Jesse gave Suzy and I
critiques and cues on how to execute the partnering sequence, which
really helped us. With their cues Suzy and I were able to complete
each life with stability and strength. It was a challenge to find
strength in my partnering because of the pain I was experiencing in
my lower back. I was able to power and push through and Suzy and
were able to gracefully exe<:ute the partnering sequence. I felt very
strong and stable today doing the lifts that Charles and Jesse were
doing. I am beginning to really value my strength.
Journal: ( 11 / 3/ 1 0)
I am frustrated and concerned because I am unable to dance.
My back injury is causing me pain physically and emotionally,
because I have to sit out and I am concerned about when I will be
able to dance again. The structure has changed and Holly is setting
new material. It is extremely hard to sit and watch her set new
choreography on the dancers and not be apart of it. I am realizing
how painful it is to have dance taken away from me because of an
injury. I also experienced how hard it is for me to watch other
dancers knowing that I could execute the choreography better. I have
found a new appreciation for a healthy body and a new appreciation
for the gift to dance.
Journal: (11/10/10)
I am able to dance today in rehearsal, which is extremely
exciting. I am relieved to be able to dance and happy to be back to
participating in Holly' s choreographic process. I discovered today to
appreciate my health and listen to my body better. The structure and
score of the dance has changed. It now begins in silence with me
starting from the top of the choreography Suzy and I put together.
Suzy then joins on then it transitions into Jhia joining, we complete
our phrase work, and the music begins. The dance has taken on a
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whole new life form. It possesses much more substance and clarity in
its structure. I was a little frustrated because I am not included in the
materia: from last rehearsal because of my back injury. I was upset
and felt that my role in the piece was not as significant as I hoped
for. I learned I had to quickly step outside of myself and let go of
those thoughts because they were affecting the quality of my
performance. Holly gave us the critique to put more volume in our
legs. When I took the correction the movement was fuller and more
expansive. Holly was happ_ with all of us because we took her
corrections and transformed her choreography. She then told us to
expand and possess more energy in our upper body. Again we all
took correction and the dance excelled and transformed into art. By
adding more volume and energy in my legs and upper body it called
for more endurance to be used throughout the dance. By the end of
tonight' s rehearsal my body was tired and fatigued, but it felt
amazing to dance with the voluminous energy Holly required us to
use.
Journal: (11/17/10)
We had spacing today on the stage. Holly was unable to attend;
therefore we were given the responsibility to space the piece on our
own. Each dancer was professional and we all worked together to
find clarity in our spacing, timing, and movement quality. Today' s
rehearsal was successful and I felt that we accomplished what we
needed to.
Journal: (12/1/10)
We had tech today and danced in our costumes. Holly added a
new aspect to the dance with our costumes. We where hoods and in
the middle of the dance we take them off. It took a couple of times
running through the piece with using and getting comfortable with
dancing in the hoods. In the end we finally achieved comfort and
somewhat clarity. I discovered that costumes are yet another
important factor in a dance piece. I learned that I am able to retain
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and successfully move through whatever obstacles are thrown my
way. I found strength in my technique through gaining stability and
balance in my legs. My weakness was in the lift at the beginning with
Angela and I. For some reason we were both experiencing a difficult
time executing the lift with precision. Holly gave us the correction to
stay together and stay in the correct timing. When we danced the
piece again we watched one another and stayed on the correct
timing. Being on the stage and in costume made me feel alive in my
dancing and joyful in every movement.

Overaff reflection:
The choreographic process and opportunity to work with Holly
and an amazing cast has been life changing. I have been challenged,
worked, and pushed to another level that I am excited for me to get
into. I feel that I have discovered, explored, and learned about new
things about my body, approaches to movement, quality of
performance, partnering skills, and movement dynamics. The dancers
all worked together in creating the piece and through this creation we
all have bonded and grown as people as well as dancers.
I risked a lot in rehearsals through partnering different people
and finding a way to accomplish the impossible. Holly has taught me
about work ethic, choreography, and being a generous dancer. I am
more aware of the energy I can give off and give to other people. I
am also more aware when working in an ensemble each dancer must
find a connection with on another; otherwise it becomes a group of
dancers performing solos.
VVorking in the caliber Holly created in our rehearsals has
caused me to really desire the opportunity to work in a modern or
contemporary dance company. It also gets me excited to think about
what my life has in store for me next. The only thing I would of done
differently is listening to my body more closely. I should of not done
partnering when I was experiencing lower back pain. If I would of
listen to my body I probably would not have had to deal with sitting
out and going to the doctors, and all of the other emotional and
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physical pain that came with my back injury.

WHEN WE DESCEND
Choreographer:

WE END

Sonya Tayeh

Biography:
Sonya Tayeh is an American dancer and choreographer. Born in
Brooklyn, New York and raised in Detroit,
Michigan Tayeh started dancing in college and
graduated with a Bachelors of Fine Arts from
Wayne State University in 2005. She is a
guest judge and choreographer on the Fox
television series So You Think You Can
Dance, directing "combat jazz" and
contemporary dance numbers.
Tayeh has appeared in various episodes
over four seasons of the Fox show, So You
Think You Can Dance. She has instructed
dance at the Edge Performing Arts Center, the
Millenium Dance Complex, and the Tayeh
Dance Company in Los Angeles, California
and the Dance Studios Tour specializing in
contemporary funk and progressive contact.
In January 2009, Tayeh was named as one of
Dance Magazine's "25 to watch". She is currently working as a
choreographer for the Miley Cyrus tour and recently completed an
inspirational tribute concert to the music of acclaimed
singer/songwriter Jeff Buckley.
Tayeh has described her unique choreographing style as
"com bat jazz," because "it' s staccato, aggressive, and engaged, even
when it' s slow. I' m always ready for battle." She cites the influence
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of Detroit culture -

the "home of Motown, Tech no, and other forms

of inventive dance" -

as a foundation for her art. After exploring the

possibilities of "freestyle movement," Tayeh studied form and

i

:1

technique at Wayne State University, where she drew on dance

I

history, anatomy, and performance to develop a style that is built on

:.I

core strength, aggressive partner interaction, and quirky, stylized
movements.

Choreographer' s Aesthetic
Sonya' s aesthetic is quirky, rooted in the ground, and
influenced by contemporary technique. Her work is extremely stylized
and possesses aggressive free-flowing movement through physical
contact and athleticism. It is important in Sonya' s work to possess
core strength, body awareness, stamina, and body trajectory. Her
movement is also very technical in the realm of contemporary jazz.
Her work thrives on dynamics and sudden shifts in movement
qualities. Her choreography is very intricate and detail oriented, and
requires stability, balance, and intense focus.

Intention of

"When We Descend -

We End"

The intention of the piece is about the emotions of desperation,
struggle, and tension. Sonya described the intention by explaining
her experiences on the days she does not want to wake up and it
seems as if she can not get through another day there is something
inside of her that keep on living and moving through life. It is about
losing something or someone that is close to you and how you
experience that loss. The intention deals with passion, sadness, and
perseverance. Through the intention I am able to embody each
emotion physically and mentally in my dancing. The intent of the
dance has now become my intent for each movement I perform in
this piece. It is the driving force in which my emotions and physicality
execute the dance. My intention helps me to relate to the movement
and music on a deeper level. My movement will communicate and
reveal the story of the music to the audience when I am clear in my
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intention.

Music:

Lover You Should' ve Come Over by Jeff Buckley

CAST:
Lauren Cannon
Arielle Cocker
Rebecca Diab
Kia Hill
Alexis Howell
Callie Lyons

Devon Magee

Rose Xing

Andrew McNamara

Rina Kirima

Allix Ojala

(understudy)

Tayhr Saying

Gina Lewis

Shae Stanton

(understudy)

Nicole Sylva

Lauren Talley
(understudy)

Production Elements:
This piece had the basic elements of lighting designs, and
music. The costumes for the dancers were long skirts that were used
intermittently within the choreography. The skirt added more
dimension to the movement.

Length:

5:42

Role in the Dance:

Member of Ensemble

Strengths and Challenges as a technical dancer:
My strengths are by ability to move athletically, pick up and
execute choreography quickly, high stamina, and the power in my
jumps and floor work. I feel that Sonya' s work requires a lot of
strength, core stability, and power, which are all strength in my
dance technique.
The challenges I will face will most likely be in my lack of
extension and flexibility in my hips. Sonya likes to work with a lot of
high leg extensions and battemants, which will challenge me as a
technical dancer.
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Strengths and Challenges as a performer:
My strengths in performing are in how I am able to express the
music !,hrough my movement and expression, my musicality and
connection to the intention of the piece. i also possess good energy
and make connections with my fellow dancers that I am working with.
The challenges I face as a performer in this particular work are
producing and adapting the quality of movement Sonya is looking
for, and making sure I use my facial expressions along with my
physical expression.

What do I want to learn?
I want to learn how Sonya works and develops
choreographically. I want to learn more about how to move in her
style. I also want to learn how to possess the different dynamics she
asks us to have in our movement.

What are my goals?
My goals are to become more comfortable in Sonya' s
movement style, learn as much as I can from her and her assistant,
and develop a deep connection between the music and my
movement.

What are my fears?
I am not really afraid of anything, but if I have to choose
something, I would say that I fear that we will not produce the vision
Sonya has in her head.
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WHEN WE DESCEND - WE END: Rehearsal Process
Dance Development Journals

Journal: (10/4/10)
What I discovered today in Sonya' s rehearsal is that I am
capable of attacking movements stronger then what I think my body
can. I am discovering that when I learn new choreography I become
so concentrated that I internally focus rather then focusing outward
and performing with my face from the get go. Sonya' s movement
vocabulary is more athletic and muscular rather then fluid and using
bone leverage. I learned to concentrate on executing each movement
with purpose and strength. I learned to focus my energy on the
stability of each movement. I learned take the initiative in finding a
direct focus and intent when dancing. I became overwhelmed when
learning the choreography at first because there were a lot of leg
extensions and movements that required flexibility. I have never
possessed great flexibility or leg extensions, but the more we did the
variation and the harder I pushed my attitude into arabesque it
became higher and higher. I was also struggling with stability going
into posse but when I would breath, use my hamstring, and plie'

I

became more ground and found stability. I came alive when I really
listened to the music. We didn't learn that much choreography, but
the movement that was learned possessed dynamic shifts that really
helped me tap into my musicality. The questions I have are: What is
next? What is the intention Sonya has for her piece? Where will this
journey take me? I will continue to ask these questions and will find
answers to these questions as practices progress. I received the
critique to quite hopping and wobbling in my one legged extensions.
Sonja told us to also listen to her when she gave us the cue to begin
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each movement section. I was told to cover more space with my legs.
During a particular floor section Sonya gave us the cue to move with
out any sort of dynamic quality or even timing. It was difficult for me
to transition from directional movement to shape flow and then back
into directional. These critiques were easy for me to adjust into my
body and useful in my practice. The technical challenges I
experienced were using my core more, my hamstring connection
when balancing, and using a deeper plie' . My performance
challenges were finding on extE: ·nal focus. Also making more use of
my eyes, face, and breath when performing the movement. I need to
continue to work on my focus, dynamics, and intent.
Journal: (11/11/10)
I discovered new movement vocabulary by learning more of
Sonya' s choreography. I discovered that I am a strong jumper and
feel comfortable in floor movement. We learned a lot of floor
movement, which I really enjoyed. I discovered that when I approach
movement without any hesitation and don't hold back in my dancing I
find more strength, energy, and intensity in my dancing. I have
learned to stay focused the entire rehearsal when working with
Sonya. I also learned to pick up the choreography fast as well as
learn the choreography of every part even if I am not in it. I learned
to watch the assistant and ask questions during times when Sonya
was vague and didn' t discuss the movement details. I learned to
pick up the movement faster by just focusing more on the full body
movement and the pictures Sonya asked us to make. I was a little
frustrated because we were not given much detail and the specifics
of the movement at first. I was also overwhelmed because we
learned a lot more choreography then the first rehearsal. The
movement we learned was also more physically demanding on my
body. I came alive most when I was learning the floor section. I also
came alive when I stopped thinking so much and let the music
movement take over my body. I have questions about the details of
the placement of our arms and focus in the second section of
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choreography. I will ask these questions the next practice we have.
Sonya gave the c:ritiques to stay with the music and to stay on top of
the music. She also told us to pay attention to the details she had
given us. We were told to dance with each other as a group and feel
each other when we were dancing. In response to the critique to use
our musicality, I watched and focused on the assistant' s musicality
and timing. If I was unclear of a detail I asked Sonya and if she did
not have the answer I followed what the assistant did. When we did
the dance I made sure to fuel the energy of the other dancers and
used my peripheral vision to stay on the same timing as every one
else. My technical challenges today were landing my jumps correctly,
using the propulsion of my weight, and weight distribution. In my
jumps I was finding great height and alignment but I was struggling
with landing with out sounding heavy. During the floor section I was
really working towards using the propulsion of my weight to get in
and out of the floor. I was also struggling with weight distribution
going from on leg to two legs and quickly shifting from side to side.
My performance today was more in tune with movement than last
practice. I was able to really feel the emotion of the music and
portray it in my face and movement. In comparison to Holly' s work
it is completely different in movement quality, relationship to music,
performance style, and dynamic. Learning Sonya' s choreography is
also a very different process then learning Holly' s choreography.
Journal: (11/12/10)
After being out of rehearsal with Sonya for a while I discovered
when working with Sonya she likes to work at a fast pace. She
quickly taught the new choreography. I also discovered that working
with costume made the movement look completely different as well
as felt different when dancing with them. I learned that the music
sometimes serves as a map for the movement. I also learned to use
my legs and core when lifting Taylor over our heads. I became
frustrated doing certain movements because my lower back hurt. I
was trying to dance full out, but my lower back injury was keeping
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me from dancing as full out as I could, which was overwhelmingly
frustrating. I became alive when the music would pick up and our
movement would experience the same change. I felt really alive when
my movement matched the musical dynamics. I have questions about
when to use our skirts and when not to. I will ask Sonya tomorrow
during rehearsal. Some critiques she gave us were to stay in
formation and not rush the music. I made sure to stay in formation
by not traveling as much and working out traffic patterns with my
fellow dancers. In order to keep from rushing the movement I
incorporated more breath, made sure to completely finish each
movement before transitioning into the next, and listening to the
music. My technical strengths today were keeping my alignment
during quick movements and in my leap into the floor. My
performance challenges were keeping my emotional intent even when
the piece became physically challenging and staying completely
involved with my face when I was losing endurance. My performance
strength was being able to use my costume to the fullest potential
and integrate it with my movement.
Journal: (11/13/10)
I discovered today in rehearsal that Sonya' s choreography
takes a lot of endurance and strength to perform. She finished the
piece and I had no idea how it was going to unfold. Now that the
piece is finished I discovered the intention of the dance is
desperation, holding on to different things and people in my life that
I love and care for during hard times, discomfort, pressure, and
tension. I discovered that listening to the lyrics of the song helps me
to find the connection and the intent of my movement. I learned that
when I dance with a strong intent my movement possesses more
clarity, strength, and substance. I learned to dance fuller and fill up
the music with my movement. I was frustrated today because I was
struggling with timing of a part where I role on the floor and hit a
position and repeat it three times. I kept hitting the position half a
count later then what it was suppose to be. I came alive during a part
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where we let go and jump side to side and roll onto the ground. I
became alive in this part in how I was able to free my body and allow
it to e1nbody the music and emotion. When does my intent become
disconnected with my movement and how can I prevent that from
happening during my performance? I will ask these questions in
every rehearsal and remind myself before every practice. The
critiques Sonja gave us were to figure out the correct counts and
dance with those counts. I went over all of the choreography with the
dancers and figured out He counts. We walked through the piece
with only counts and Sonya would tell each dancer if they were off or
not. Concentrating on dancing with the counts rather then with the
music was a different approach to thinking about the timing of my
dancing. My technical challenge today was staying on the correct
counts. My technical strength was keeping a strong core and control
in my turns and battements. My performance challenge was to use
my face more to show the emotion of my intent. I was performing
great physically, but struggling to perform emotionally. Now that I
am more familiar with the intent of the dance I can more freely
explore the movement and expand the emotions of the dance.
Journal: (ii/14/10)
Today we cleaned and clarified the details of the dance.
discovered more details on the placement of my focus, arms,
costumes, and the different dynamics of certain movement
vocabulary. I learned the importance of the timing of each
movement. I also learned to hit my arabesque and battements sharp
and quick, without taking the time to develop the position.
I was a bit overwhelmed with how much endurance takes to fully
perform the dance. When performing the piece start to finish I felt
physically fatigued and worn out. I was also concerned because I was
experiencing a lot of lower back pain. I was frustrated with some
dancers because they were not focusing or listening to the music and
Sonja had to restart the music until every one was on the correct
timing. I felt most alive when all of the dancers were feeling each
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other' s energy, dancing together, and moving full out with intention.
How can I contribute to the group during my performance? I will ask
myself this before and during each time I am dancing with my peers.
The critiques Sonya gave us were to dance as a group not as
individuals, dance on the counts, and listen to the music. She also
told us that when we did dance as a group and felt each other' s
energy the piece looked amazing and beautiful. When every dance
stayed focused on the counts and listened to the music Sonya was
very impressed and awed .,y the beautiful piece she created. I was
proud of each dancer and all of the hard work we all put forth during
the creation of the dance. My technical challenges today were finding
the proper alignment in porte de bra to the back and staying
grounded during the beginning balances. My technical strengths
today were staying on the counts, landing my jumps and pirouettes,
and possessing great musicality. My performance challenge today
was pushing through my body fatigue and soreness to keep up the
performance physicality. My performance strength today was in
staying connected with my intent emotionally.
Journal (12/3/10)
We had tech today for the second half of the show. I discovered
that I was nervous and excited for an audience to see the piece. I was
nervous about balancing in the posse at the beginning of Sonya' s
number. I discovered once I calmed down and told my body to
stabilize and hit the position, it was easy to balance. I also discovered
that when I worry about technical aspects like timing, steps, and
formation I am unable to let go and really dance. When I am relaxed
and into my body I am able to connect and dance from my soul. I
was a frustrated at the end of the number because I felt like I could
of expressed myself more with my expression. I was too concerned
with being perfect that I held back a little. I felt alive when the
relationship between my movement and the music united.

Overall Reflection:

3i

Opening night was nerve racking. I was nervous about
balancing in the posse at the beginning of Sonya' s number.
~

discovered .:ince I calmed down and told my body to stabilize and hit

►

the position, it was easy to balance. I also discovered that when I
worry about technical aspects like timing, steps, and formation I am
unable to let go and really dance. When I am relaxed and into my
body I am able to connect and dance from my soul. I was a frustrated
at the end of the number because I felt like I could of expressed
myself more with my expressic1. I was too concerned with being
perfect that I held back a little. I felt alive when the relationship
between my spirit, the music, and my movement.
I felt that my performance the second night was more free and
relaxed. I was more stable with my technique, but felt my timing was
little off. My emotion was there but I felt that I could have shown
more emotion through my facial expressions. I was overwhelmed
with my body because I felt very tired and sore. I learned that
through my tiredness and fatigue I was able to relax and my
adrenaline did not get the best of me. I was not overwhelmed with
nerves tonight, which really helped me get into my body.
I came alive tonight through connecting with other dancers. I
was able to feel their emotion, which really helped me tap into my
emotion and feel alive. I had questions about some timing issues,
which I was able to address right before the performance started,
during intermission. The critiques that were given to us were to show
more emotion th~ough our facial expressions. Paige was pleased with
our clean lines and the clarity of our pictures. I agreed that I could
have used my face more. The technical strengths were in the clarity
of my lines and picturesque movements in tonight' s performance. I
really enjoyed the performance tonight and feel that the dance gets
better with every run. The third night my performance felt more
grounded. Paige had told us to let go and that it did not matter if we
messed up or not just breath and live through each movement. Her
words really resonated in my mind tonight during performance.
I had a great time and felt alive through out the entire dance
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performance. I discovered that when I have fun and let go I am able
to dance from my heart and soul. Everyone was dancing together and
the en,-;rgy was different on stage tonight. I did not experience any
technical challenges in tonight' s performance. I experienced
performance challenges because my body was fatigued. I had to pull
energy from an internal place influenced my performance in a
different and interesting way. Tonight' s performance was unique in
the energy that was created between the dancers, in how my body
created energy despite its atigue, and how I expressed myself
through Sonya' s movement.
I made many risks in my performances each night. I continued
to change the quality of my movement and how executed the
choreography using different energy powers. I tried to risk the most
with my how I expressed myself in an external sense. I tried to really
focus on how the audience was going to understand and relate to the
emotions of the piece. I struggled in rehearsals at times with finding
what facial expressions really told the story and which expressions
did not. I learned that when I focus on external communication I my
performance possess more clarity and substance. I would not of done
anything differently. I have no regrets and the process of the learning
and developing, as a dancer through Sonya' s choreography and
guidance has been exhilarating.
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"When we take rejection as proof of our inadequacies it's hard to allow ourselves to
risk being truly seen again. How can we open ourselves to another person if we fear that
he or she will discover what we're trying desperately to hide - that we are stupid, boring,
incompetent, needy, or in some way deeply inadequate? The fear of rejection becomes
understandably intense when it taps into our own belief that we are lesser than others - or
lesser than the image we feel compelled to project. Rejection is a fast route back to
childhood shame." - Dr. Lerner

Rejection: The Uninvited Friend

Lauren Cannon

" " "
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Loyola Marymount University

Rejection: The Uninvited Friend
It is human nature to desire acceptance and avoid rejection.
Beginning at young age we look for acceptance in our parents,
friends, teachers, etc. As adults we are aware of judgment and begin
to learn how to gain acceptance and avoid rejection, whether it be in
our career or community. In contrast to many professions, dancers
are faced with acceptance and rejection all of the time. Dancers
express themselves through the physicality of their body in hopes to
entertain, relate, communicate, and share certain emotions with the
audience. When a dancer feels accepted from an audience during a
performance they become free, inspired, and fulfilled. When a dancer
is accepted after an audition, booking a job, they are not only happy,
but also comforted because now they can pay for their rent. Dancers
spend years crafting and perfecting their art, and training their body,
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a process which never stops. With all of the hard work, time,
commitment, and persistence that go into years of training, dancers
must also learn how to handle judgment, rejection, and acceptance.
Author and dancer Jean Gibson explains,

"Audition rejections are a

sad fact of life. You have to ')rush them aside and try try again. You
do not choose the career, it chooses you"

(2002-2010). Auditioning

for hundreds of jobs a dancer might only succeed in booking one,
this cycle can be thrilling, yet for some dancers emotionally taxing.
What are the differences between dancers who are not affected
emotionally by rejection and those who are? How do these different
dancers experience positive and negative criticism differently? The
affects of judgment and rejection are perceived and handled
differently depending on each dancer' s childhood, work ethic, and
thought process.
As stated at the before children look for acceptance in their
parents, friends, teachers, etc. Sports Psychologist Robert W. Grant
explains,

"Parents are the initial and most powerful influence in the
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child' s life"

(1988, 19). Therefore, if a child' s parents were

involved in the arts and/or competitive athletics their children will
most likely participate in the same activates. This is evident when a
parent enrolls their child in dance classes. It is common that the
mother had some backgro. 1 1nd with the arts or always dreamed about
being a ballerina; whatever it may be it is the parent who sparks the
child' s interest.
Parents also influence the development of the child' s selfesteem and work ethic. For example, young dancers quickly learn
their physical appearance is extremely important. As their bodies
change they feel pressure to maintain a certain weight, which can
often break lower their self-esteem. If a parent is honest and open
with their child, teaching them how to eat and informing them about
their body, a child is less susceptible to self-esteem issues. If a
parent suffered from body issues and/or self-esteem issues in their
past, their issues can influence their children. There are also those
parents who push their children too far causing them to feel
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inadequate. Many children internalize this emotion and intensify their
training in hopes their parents will recognize and celebrate their hard
work. Grant reveals,

"Children learn how to handle conflict and

discover their own strengths and self-worth through interactions with
others, primarily their parent;" (1988, 23). When a parent is
supportive and caring towards their children' s successes and
failures they are more likely to possess a positive self-esteem. The
role in which parents play in a dancer' s life leads to how they
perceive judgment and rejection.
As dancers begin to advance and grow many of them transition
into a competitive realm. The competition world of dance has many
positive aspects as well as negative. It is in this environment dancers
become familiar with judgment and rejection. Through competing
dancers are being judged on several aspects and being awarded for
their success. Dance competitions are great outlets for dancers to
observe other talent, meet new people, be apart of a community, and
become recognized for their talent. On the subject of competition
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Grant explains,

"Children need and crave recognition. They want to

excel, .:ealize their potential, and reap the fruits of such efforts. Being
better helps children distinguish themselves from others"

(1988, 46).

This statement reveals how young dancers benefit from competition.
As dancers, no matter wh2: age, we want our talent and expression
to be recognized. On some levels competing fulfills this desire.
Competition also increases the dancers strive for success, which
causes them to work harder in training. With the focus and drive to
become the best dancer their hard work can be recognized with an
award.
Along with the happiness of winning awards, young dancers
also experience what it feels like to not be recognized for their hard
work and talent. When a young dancer does not feel like a winner
they often feel rejected and start comparing themselves to other
dancers. This is the side of the dance competition world that
becomes negative.

"Chi Id ren learn very quickly that in com petition

there is only one winner"

(Grant 1988, 46). Many dancers go back to
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their studios empty handed, feeling as if they are not good enough.
They step back into class feeling defeated, which also makes them
work harder. In an interview with dancer Shae Stanton she describes,
"After a full day hours and hours of telling myself how awful I was
and how I would never evt.~ ever be good enough to do anything. I
remember coming home exhausted and taking a shower and going
down my basement crying so hard and putting weights on each of
my ankles, laying in the splits until I couldn't do it any longer,
breaking my feet and stretching for like two hours after dancing nine
hours straight then going to bed exhausted and then doing it all
again the next day. I think that that has helped me become who I am
today .. ·I was never really told you suck, your awful, you' II never be
anything, but I told myself that. Its really interesting how your mind
can take you so rnany different places"

(Shae Stanton, personal

communication, November 22, 2010). Coming from a competition
dance, she recalls how her feelings of rejection sparked from within.
She goes further in the interview and speaks about how she was
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overlooked by her teachers and never recognizing or awarding for her
talent. She also explains being a young dancer she did not have the
best technique, but her driving passion for dance kept her going.
Shae' s battle with her negative thoughts brought emotional and
physical pain. Her words o ;scribe how young competition dancers
are susceptible to internal negativity, which can influence their work
ethic. Sports Psychologist Robert Grant explains the negative mind
set of some children,

"This is understandable, for some children,

losing is failing; to fail is to be nobody, unworthy of love, warmth,
and attention, and may also lead to obscurity at home and school"
(1988, 50). Competition can be healthy and in the dance world
dancers are competing for jobs, but for young dancers competition
can lead them to self-esteem issues at an early age.
In another interview with dancer Paul Vickers, he explains how
he left the competition world and went to a studio that concentrated
on dancers'

training and performing.

"I felt that the environment

was just to attain the highest award. I didn't like the competitive
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environment so I moved to a studio that was able to perform at
differer,t venues. It wasn't stress free, but it didn't have that
competitive aspect. The moment I entered that environment I realized
that dance was a professional career path to take"

(Paul Vickers,

personal communication, D .. cember 13, 2010). For some young
dancers, like Paul, the competitive dance is not the right environment
for them to train in. He was able to find a dance studio that better fed
his desires and cravings as a dancer. The studio they train in
influences young dancers; therefore, both Shae and Paul' s
backgrounds affected how they perceived rejection at a young age.
Paul did not experience the competitive side of rejection and has
more positive outlook on the subject. In contrast Shae dealt with
rejection within herself by telling herself she was not good enough.
Others did not reject her, yet she rejected and judged herself. She
explains,

"When I beat myself up the most is not when I compare

myself to others, but comparing myself to myself. When it does I just
think about all the things I have and all the people I have in my life
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and how much support and love I have from absolutely everyone
around me dnd it disappears. I know how to control it now"

(Shae

Stanton, personal communication, November 22, 2010). She had to
learn that her negative mind-set affected her performance; therefore,
she changed her outlook to an :ire positive, self-accepting one by

I
I

focusing on the love and support she receives from those around
her.
Every dancer possesses a different work ethic. The way each
dancer approaches training, performing, learning, and progressing is
at a different rate. As dancers begin to face rejection it will either
push them to work harder or inhibit them in way that keeps them
from growth. The obstacles of fear and affects of rejection can
sometimes cause dancers to

"choke" . Grant describes,

"Most of

these dynamics are played out or find conscious expression, in mood
swings, drops in energy levels, feelings of boredom, lack of
discipline, inconsistency in training schedules, susceptibility to injury,
inability to play with pain or discomfort, and most important,
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"choking" . These behavioral characteristics are the result of
intrapsychic conflict"

( i 988, 52). This intrapsychic conflict he

describes is the battle within oneself. When a dancer faces
intrapsychic conflict because of rejection or judgment their ability to
train and progress will be lirr ited. Being a dancer requires being
looked at, observed, judged, and evaluated by others; therefore,
dancers must believe in themselves in order to survive and over
come their fears of rejection. In an interview with professional dancer
Cheryl Smith she explains, I' ve actually grown up dealing with a lot
of judgment and rejection. So nowadays, it doesn' t affect me much.
When I want something and am rejected, I simply find another
avenue or way to get it. There' s never one way to do something.
Judgment stings a little bit, but as long as you believe in you, and
keep on doing what you' re doing, you' II be fine"

(Cheryl Smith,

personal communication, December 9, 2010). This outlook will
influence a dancer' s progress and work ethic. Dancers who cannot
let go and move on from being rejected will find themselves stuck in
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an emotional and physical place of negativity. When dancers become
hindered 0y their negativity they are blind to acceptance and success.
The saying,

"when one door closes, another door opens"

is only

true for those who can break free from negativity and positively
handle rejection. When a dar: .2er is heavily affected by rejection they
only focus on the one door that closed on them and the other door
will never open. Their mind-set will influence the way they train.
Feeling discouraged and dispirited, a dancer will step into a class and
judge their dancing based on how they feel. They will not be able to
concentrate on the teacher' s information, critiques, or complements,
because all they see in the mirror is a bad dancer that cannot achieve
success.

"The fear of being judged and found wanting is common to

all people and for some athletes, this fear is incapacitating during
training, and especially, actual performance"
statement explains how some dancers'

(Grant, 1988, 60). This

work ethic can be affected by

rejection.
On the upside many dancers who posses a good work ethic
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learn from rejection in a way that causes them to train harder and
make new discovers. Cheryl explains how rejection affects her work
ethic by stating,

"I knew I had a long way to go and a lot to work on,

and it just kind of kept me focused, driven, and reaching"

(Cheryl

Smith, personal communic-1.tion, December 9, 2010). In her situation
rejection affected her in a way that benefited her work ethic. As a
dancer experiences failure and success throughout their dance
journey it becomes imperative their confidence and self-esteem
remains high. It is also important for dancers to continue to work
hard and persevere in their training.

"The key point is that the mind

affects the body; therefore, the way we think and feel has a strong
impact on how we physically perform"

(name, date, 340). The

relationship between a dancer' s mind and body will influence their
dance journey. When a dancer is able to overcome rejection and
judgment, finding the connection between their mind, body, and
spirit their artistry radiates through movement. Dancers posses a
passion for moving and communicating physically, which can only be
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felt when they are freed from intrapsychic conflict and the threshold
of rejection.
Along with the childhood and work ethic of a dancer, their
thought process is extremely influential when handling rejection. In
an interview with professit .1al dancer and choreographer Chris
Dupre'

he explains his thought process in an audition and handling

rejection and judgment:

"\ walk into every audition like the job is

already mine. Why walk in any other way? During auditions I try and
stay focused and quiet, so I can digest the information the
choreographer is conveying. I don't handle judgment or rejection. It's
not mine to handle. I do me, that's all I can do. If you don't like it,
don't watch. I understand it's not for everybody. But spending too
much time thinking about it is a wasted of my time"
personal communication, December 14, 2010).

(Chris Dupre' ,

His thought process

has helped him succeed as a dancer and choreographer. He has
trained his body and mind to ignore both judgment and rejection,
which allows him to overcome negativity and intrapsychic conflict.
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Author Stanton Royce describes the affect of a successful
thought process through stating,

"Psychological immunity (Pl) to

rejection transforms the impact of rejection into a driving force to
make greater efforts to achieve our goals"

(2002, 2). Possessing

psychological immunity as a dancer will influence physical and
emotional growth, success, work ethic, and thought process. This
type of immunity will encourage dancers to take rejection and turn it
into positive reinforcement towards achieving their career aspirations.
If the dancer' s thought process is immune to rejection their
emotions are not capable of holding on to the negative side of
rejection. This is what a dancer must achieve in order to handle
rejection and judgment.
In each interview the dancers where asked to articulate their
thoughts or feelings when they heard the word rejection. Each dancer
had a different answer. They were also asked how they handle
rejection. Again, each dancer had a different answer. There is no
universal way in which a dancer experiences and handles rejection.
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When analyzing the childhood, work ethic, and thought process of a
dancer it is evident that rejection affects everyone differently. The
dancer' s mental state has a deep connection to their physical state.
Many times the dancer is unconscious of the affects their mental
state has on the physical pt:rformance. Robert S. Weinberg, from
Miami University, explains

"The key point is that the mind effects

the body; therefore, the way we think and feel has a strong impact
on how we physically perform" (2005, 340). Being a dancer can be
the most rewarding profession one can work in, but it also can be the
most depriving. We are in this business because we have no choice,
our passion for dance is the only way we know how to truly live.
Each dancer has a different thought process and mental state, no
matter how hard it gets they must remember to find the love and joy
of dance. Rejection is that one friend that was not invited to the party
but shows up anyway, causing people to feel awkward and the
energy of the room to fade. The affects of rejection can creep into
your life without you realizing; therefore, you must stay true to
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yourself, positively feed your confidence with, and remember why
you sta,'ted dancing, because you love it. Do not let rejection into the
party.
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Appendices

Interviews:
Name: Cheryl Smith
Professional: Dances with Tayeh Dance and Soul Escape, Performed
on Dancing With The Stars and So You Think You Can Dance

1) What thoughts or feelings come to mind when you hear

the word rejection?
Probably, "Aw suck!" haha. Rejection seems like a harsh
word. I know everyone says, "You deal with so much rejection
when you start auditioning" and all of that. But for some
reason, it doesn' t really feel like rejection to me. It just feels
like I went and took a normal dance class···and then if I ever
happen to book something it' s more of a celebration. So
rejection kind of sucks, but if you just keep trucking' , you' re
too busy learning and growing and experiencing to notice.
2) Can you briefly discuss the family environment you grew
up in?
"I was always really close with my family. My parents are still
together; I have a brother a couple years older and a sister a
couple years younger. My family is the typical type of suburban
family - dad goes to work, mom drives a minivan. Haha. One
thing I am especially grateful for is how supportive of my dance
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dreams they have always been."

a) Did any of your immediate family members have
involvement in the arts or competitive sports?
"My dad grew up playing all kinds of sports, and my mom
grew up very artsy. My sister danced until high school,
and my brother grew up dancing for a few years and
playing sports."

3) Can you briefly describe your dance background?
"When I was young I lived in Phoenix and went to a studio
whose company was a porn-porn group .. ·we were terrible, but
there I learned how to really love dance and enjoy performing.
had such a blast all the time. When I was in my teens I lived in
Dallas and went to a studio whose company was half boys, half
girls. I still didn' t get the technical training I really needed, but
I learned how to be a good partner, and how to dance strong
and grounded like a boy! When I was in my iate teens I lived in
Chicago and went to a studio that was JUST a competition
group. We were the studios at every convention that won
because our dances were the cleanest thing you have ever seen.
I wore rhinestones, learned how to do fuettes, and learned
discipline (how to work my ass off!!!) I then came to college
and FINALLY got the technical training I' d been craving, as well
as the freedom to explore my artistry .. ·it was just what I had
needed."

a) How do you think it has affected the dancer you are
today?
"I' ve trained in so many different places with so many
different people that I' ve acquired a lot of skills I would
not have otherwise, and learned how to be a very
adaptable, aware dancer."

4) How would you describe your work ethic?
"This is a hard question to answer. But I' d say my friends
would describe me as a very hard worker. I' m a very driven
person, and when it comes to getting a job done or getting
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something I want, I do whatever it takes. Period. Haha"
5) When can you remember feeling rejected or judged during

your chl!dhood?
"Oh gosh, third grade, I had just moved to my new school in
Dallas .. ·no one talked to me for the entire first couple of months
of school. I would cry almost every day after school. I was so
sad. Then they found out I was a dancer and could do cool
things like aerials and the splits and they all wanted to be my
friend all of a sudden .. ·lar, e. Haha it was a little traumatizing,
but the next year I moved to a different school anyway, so it
wasn' t hard to get over."

a) How did you feel and in what ways did you handle
those emotions?
"I was so sad. I was only 9 and had just gone through a
big move, moving away from all of my friends. But I just
continued to focus, work hard, and do what I needed to
do. Eventually things fell right into place."

6) When was the first or most influential time you
experienced rejection in your dance career?
"Oh gosh, ever since I was little I was always second best.
When I lived in Phoenix growing up, my best friend was this girl
Krista who literally got EVERYTHING. No joke. People loved her.
She was the favorite in everything. And I was always just her
best friend. She always got the scholarships and the first
places. She was awesome. I didn' t really notice much I just
admired her. When I moved to Texas, a close friend of mine,
Emily, was the same way. Golden Child. Haha, she was
amazing, though one of those people whom really deserve to be
the Chosen One. Haha. She was humble and nice and so funny.
She was awesome. But again, I was just her tag along and
watched her win everything."

a) What did that feel like?
"It felt frustrating to feel like I just couldn' t break
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through. I was always the girl with a ton of potential, but
never was that one girl.
b) Did your emotions or thoughts affect you physical

performance in anyway?
"Um, not really. I knew I had a long way to go and a lot
to work on, and it just kind of kept me focused, driven,
and reaching."

c) How did you handle it?
"I got better (12.Jghs)."
7) Describe your thought process before, during, and after

an audition.
"Depends on the audition - big time! But I' m usually just
excited for the opportunity, and then excited to be dancing.
Auditions are fun, like free master classes from awesome
choreographers, in a room full of awesome dancers. What
sucks is when the audition isn' t really a dance audition, and
you stand around waiting for them to pick the ethnic girls with
boobs and no training that they' ve already hired previous to
the audition and will continue to work with (laughs)."

8) Describe your thought process before, during, and after a
performance.
"Before a performance I' m so excited. I' m getting chills
thinking about it. But an opportunity to perform live for people
is the coolest feeling in the world. I' m just usually on that
adrenaline rollercoaster. And during the performance I must
say, I don' t have much of a thought process other than
whatever character I' m playing at the time. I just get really in
the zone and almost start acting."

9) What are ways that you handle judgment and rejection?
"I' ve actually grown up dealing with a lot of judgment and
rejection. So nowadays, it doesn' t affect me much. When I
want something and am rejected, I simply find another avenue
or way to get it. There' s never one way to do something. One
door closes, another opens. Stream hits a rock, flows around it.
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Judgment stings a little bit, but as long as you believe in you,
and keep on doing what you' re doing, you' II be fine."

a) Has the fear of rejection ever inhibited your dance
performance?
"Yep! If shard sometimes not to let your nerves get the
best of you. But in those moments I usually try to come
back to the reasons why I love dancing so much and
remember how lucky I am to be doing it. Doing something
out of love instead of fear makes the experience
completely different."

10) What advice do you have for dancers starting out in the
professional dance world? (Professionals only answer #11)
"There' s no one way to do something! Everyone' s path
REALLY will be different. Stay true to yourself. Keep developing
your voice and who you are! Do whatever you can to keep
learning, growing, and changing! The more you keep
discovering yourself, the more avenues will open up to you and
you' II create your own opportunities."

Name: Chris Dupre'
Professional:
1.) What thoughts or feelings come to mind when you hear

the word rejection?
"Sadness or a heavy feeling fills my heart when I hear the
word rejection. I feel it's a hard thing for anyone to take, but I
know I can't take it personal, especially if I know I did my
best."
2.) Can you briefly discuss the family environment you grew

up in?
"I grew up with my mother and brother."
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a.) Did any of your immediate family members have

involvement in the arts or competitive sports?
''I am the only member in my family that is an entertainer.
I've always known I wanted to be an entertainer and a
good friend of my family helped me to find my way."
3.) Can you briefly describe your dance background?

"I trained with many teachers, in various styles and I feel it was
the best way to train."
a.) How do you th11k it has affected the dancer you

are today?
"The varied genres come through in my
choreography and my dancing and have allowed me
to dance everywhere from Broadway, to the opera
House, from the big screen to the small one."
4.) How would you describe your work ethic?

"I have both a very good work ethic and a very bad one at the
same time. I'm a perfectionist and extremely obsessive
compulsive, so things have to be right for me to be happy, At
the same time I'm a procrastinator ... which is never a good
thing."
5.) When can you remember feeling rejected or judged

during your childhood?
"Unfortunately my dad was nowhere/barely around as I was
growing up."
a.) How did you feel and in what ways did you handle

those emotions?
"At first it made me sad and feeling like it was my fault.
learned young age to accept it and realized I had to move
on and become strong on my own. Not having him there
definitely helped me to become the man I am today."
6.) When was the first or most influential time you

experienced rejection in your dance career?
"One of the first times I felt rejected/judged as a kid was when
my manager told me "I would never be a dancer"."
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a.) What did that feel like?
"Didn't feel anything, cause I knew she was crazy and
was talented."

b.) Did your emotions or thoughts affect you physical

performance in anyway?
"Didn't break my stride at all."
c.) How did you handle it?

"I was 12 and immediately repeated this to my mom.
She then as; ed me what I wanted to do. I told her, I
have to fire my manager, cause if she's not on my
side, she's against me ... and I can't accept that energy
on my team."
7.) Describe your thought process before, during, and after

an audition.
"I walk into every audition like the job is already mine. Why
walk in any other way? During auditions I try and stay focused
and quiet, so I can digest the information the choreographer is
conveying.

8.) Describe your thought process before, during, and after a

performance.
"Before a performance I try and center myself, by rehearsing
my steps, meditating and stretching. I can't tell you what my
process is during a performance, I'm in my zone by then and
affected by the way the crowd feeds me."
9.) What are ways that you handle judgment and rejection?

"I don't handle judgment or rejection. It's not mine to handle.
do me, that's all I can do. If you don't like it, don't watch. I
understand it's not for everybody. But spending too much time
thinking about it is a wasted of my time."
10.) Has the fear of rejection ever inhibited your dance

performance?
"It's made me dance harder. I remember walking out on stage
at a ghetto school in Harlem with an artist named Tracie
Spencer. The audience of High School kids began booing before
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we even got on stage, that fueled my fire to make them love
me ... and they did by the passion of my first step."

11.) What advice do you have for dancers starting out in the

professional dance world?
"Learn every style you can and learn them well. Never let the
word no discourage you. It's all about preparation and
opportunity, so always do your best."

Name: Alisa Paradowski
Professional: Dancer in New York City, Professor at Pace University
teaching tap and hip-hop, Dances and travels with a professional tap
company.
1.) What thoughts or feelings come to mind when you hear

the word rejection?
"Rejection is a tricky word.

Most people, while auditioning,

feel they are rejected because of their talent or lack of talent
they showed in a certain audition.

It could be as simple as

being too short, too tall or only wanting people with brown hair.
I hate the word, haha. There were numerous times, when I
was rejected, I felt like hanging up my tap shoes and stop going
to auditions. You have to realize they are looking for something
specific, doesn't mean your a bad dancer.

It actually took me a

long time to be comfortable with being rejected and knowing
there was nothing more I could have done.

I gave you all I had,

shared my dancing and my knowledge, and if you didn't want it
then it wasn't meant to be.

The time it actually hit me, and I

felt "ok" about the word rejection was when I auditioned for a
part in a T.V. show, and the director told me I did not get the
part because I looked like his ex-girlfriend who had just broken
his heart ... REALLY .... are you kidding me!!!!

So again, you

~~EVER KNOW what they are looking for and so many
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experiences have made me be ok with rejection and I just move
on. It's a very crazy but fulfilling and amazing career we've
chosen. Thousands of us wanting to do the same thing. You
can't dwell on that one audition thinking you were "perfect for
the part" or this business will eat you up and spit you out so
quickly."
2.) Can you briefly discuss the family environment you grew
up in?
"I grew up in MagnCia, TX.

It's a very small town way outside

of Houston. There were four of us in my family.
mother, older brother and myself.

Father,

My father passed away when

I was 7 years old, so needless to say, my mother, brother and I
are all very close. I was in the band and a cheerleader at
school, and then went to dance class at night. It was a
wonderful environment, both at home and at the dance studio."
a.) Did any of your immediate family members have

involvement in the arts or competitive sports?
"The only other family member involved with the
arts was my father.

He was in a country band

growing and played the bass guitar and fiddle. I get
all my rhythm from him!"
3.) Can you briefly describe your dance background?

"My dance background.

I've been dancing for 21 years under

the same director CeCe White. The company has been in a
couple of different dance studios but I grew up in the
competition/convention world.

I had to take ballet, jazz, tap and

hip-hop. We had to be well rounded for the competitions and
I'm so happy I was in a studio, which let us participate in that
world. Some studios know nothing about conventions and it
breaks my heart they weren't ever exposed to it."
a.) How do you think it has affected the dancer you

are today?
"Being well-rounded has definitely affected me and
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has helped me to this day.

Not only for auditions to

be able to first show strong technique in jazz then
turn around and get either down or dirty, or sassy for
hip-hop, but also for any teaching jobs.

It helps to

show on your resume that you understand each
genre of dance and are able to teach anything at the
drop of a hat.

Again, I consider myself very lucky in

growing up in a dance studio where we learned so
many differt 1t styles from different teachers.
Whether they were in house teachers from the
studio, or teachers from New York, California, or
Florida coming in to teach master classes."
4.) How would you describe your work ethic?
"I would describe my work ethic as very professional and fun.
There is a time to be serious and a time to have fun.
to have both but know when to separate the two.

You have

That is the

reason we're in this business, right? I'm the type to get
everything finished first, or learn all my choreography
immediately, and then I can relax.

I'm always in a dance class

constantly learning and watching how people move and react to
other people.

Then in auditions, I apply that to my dancing to

show that I'm very easy to work with and deserve the gig or
teaching position."
5.) When can you remember feeling rejected or judged

during your childhood?
"When I was young, I remember being rejected from the
volleyball team in junior high.

I remember being heartbroken

because all of my friends made it except me and this French kid
who couldn't really speak English haha.

I ran home crying to

my mom asking her why I didn't make it.

I remember thinking,

"I'm just as good as the other people".

I was the kind of child

that thought, I could do anything!!!!!

"This looks easy, I want

to do that".

But the first time I didn't get picked, it crushed me.

Thank goodness for my mom and silly brother.
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I would go

home and they would always pick me up and give me the
speech of "you didn't need that" or "you'll get it next time".
Again, the closeness of my family personally helped me so
much.

Still to this day.

Dealing with jobs, auditions or even

boys (laughs)."
6.) When was the first or most influential time you

experienced rejection in your dance career?
"The first or most influential time I got rejected in my dance
career. Wcw, I remember it like it was yesterday.
sadly sticks with you.

Rejection

It was the end of my junior year and I

was at a dance convention.

Usually, at that time, there was a

faculty show and then awards given out for scholarships for the
dancers who auditioned that same morning. I remember I was
backstage, stage right to be exact (see I told you this has
always stuck with me and I will never forget it), talking to a
particular teacher (who's name I will not mention). And they
asked me, what are you thinking about studying in college? I
had said dance but then also possibly go for a double major in
radio/T.V. communications in case I couldn't dance or
something were to happen to me. This teacher said, and I
quote, "just thought you should know, you will never make it as
a dancer in the real world.

It would be better if you were a drill

team instructor but with your weight and ability, there is no way
anyone would hire you!" ... Yep. There was no sugar coating,
there was no hey why don't you think of going in this direction,
just straight to the point.

Now, again, my senior year is around

the corner, I have a great boyfriend, and mind you, I just won a
scholarship at this convention (the irony huh) and my life was
awesome!

This ONE little comment from this ONE teacher in a

world with thousand of dance teachers just knocked the wind
out of me."
a.) What did that feel like?

"I felt like quitting dance forever.

I got in the car

was very quiet and my mom knew right then and
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there that something was wrong.

Of course she

turns on and goes into "mom mode" saying don't
listen to him, he doesn't know what he's talking
about, who cares what he thinks.

But this was a

time; I needed to talk to someone other then my
mom.

Of course she's going to say those things, she

HAS TO she's my mother and supportive, which I
love, but needed some other opinions."
b.) Did your em, tions or thoughts affect you

physical performance in anyway?
"Now I never let this affect any kind of performance in
any way.

If I have problems or thinking of things

during a show or competition or any performance, I'm
very good at keeping them outside, going and doing my
job and performing as well as I can, and then coming
back to my problems. Trust me, they will always be
there.

So no.

I won't let anything get in my way of

performing, because a performance is special and you
never want to go on stage just to half ass it just
because something else is going on in your life.

It's an

experience you'll never have again with that particular
venue or audience or cast mates, so always go out and
give it your best."
c.) How did you handle it?
"I ended up handling this ordeal with the support of my
dance teacher and other close friends of mine, that have
also ended up with amazing professional careers.

They

helped me see that this is my passion and there is nothing
else I want to do. This teacher is a very unhappy and rude
man, so why was I just listening to this one person and
one negative comment when I was receiving compliments
and positive energy from everyone else.

It was a very

hard time for me, but talking to people in the business and
who know it inside and out, helped pick me back up and
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find myself.

To this day I've always wanted to confront

this teacher and say, "hey remember that time you told me
I would never be a dancer and dance in this industry ....
well here" And shove my resume in his face because I've
done numerous performances and gigs when he said I
should just quit.

Imagine if I had listened to him?"

7.) Describe your thought process before, during, and after

an audition.
"My thought process before an audition is very scattered haha.
Figuring out what to wear is always a problem for me. What
should I wear? What is everyone else going to wear? Do I
want to look sexy, or do I want to wear jeans? I end up
bringing half my closet to the audition and make sure I don't
look like anyone else.

If everyone else is wearing jeans, wear

shorts or sweat pants. That's the main thing I think about, is
my wardrobe and just preparing for the audition making sure I
have my headshot and resume.
everyone I know.

Once I get there, I talk to

I never listen to my ipod because I don't want

to miss any announcements and don't want to get in the wrong
mood.

If it's a musical theater call and I've been listening to

hip-hop, it throws me off. Now during an audition, that's a
different ballgame. The director or choreographer is ALWAYS
watching you.

Now, we're not stupid, we know who the really

good dancers are and the ones that just have this look. I stay
away from them at the beginning.

Usually when you learn the

dance, they split you up in two or three groups to do it a couple
of times to get in your body before the actual audition. If miss
thing who just got off touring with Usher is on one side of the
room, you will see me on the complete other side.
my friend, and I talk to her all the time.

Yes she is

But not at an audition.

(She has no hard feelings, she understands.) And I just learn
the combo as quickly as I can and try not to worry about the
people around me.

Of course, that is easier said then done.
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I'm constantly looking at how people move and thinking, yep
she'll book it, or wow, what are you wearing? But I just focus
on my ability and what I can do and try to show them, "hey, you
want to hire me and would be a fool not to!

I'm good and easy

to work with." You can't be cocky, just confident!"
8.) Describe

your thought process before, during, and after a

performance.
"Performance days ar'- the best!
get my coffee and chill.

I wake up, take my shower,

Usually, you don't have to dance till

later in the day so I conserve my energy and do nothing until I
have to start getting ready.

Getting ready and walking to the

subway I'm blasting my ipod.
going to be in the show.

Listening to anything that is NOT

I don't want to hear show music until I

get into the theater or venue I'm performing.
always a couple of hours before show time.

Your call is
I go into the

dressing room, put on my makeup, and depending on who is
around, talk to my cast members or listen to my ipod now with
the show music.

I always do hair and makeup first, and then go

to a little corner on my own to stretch and go through the
choreography.

Getting closer to show time, my nerves are

starting to kick in.

And yes I still get nervous, (p.s. the day you

don't feel nervous anymore before stepping on stage, is the
time to get out of this business.) Now, I'm on stage.

The

nerves slowly go away when the first note of the music is hit.
I'm thinking of the choreography and thinking oops O missed
one step but just keep going.

I'm looking at my friends as I

perform and if I can see the audience, I'm thinking, "I hope
they're having as much fun as we are up here".
like no other.

It's a feeling

A rush and I want to do it again once it's over.

It's like a drug, but it's ok to have this addiction."
9.) What are ways that you handle judgment and rejection?
"I'm old enough and have gone through so much judgment
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and rejection in my life and career that I'm used to it and it's
fairly easy for me to handle.

I'm very confident and know for a

fact that it could be any reason in the world why you didn't
book something. Again, I go back to the time I looked like the
ex-girlfriend of the director. Another instance was for the show
Stomp.

I was the last 2 people up for the character of this girl

who left the show and didn't want to renew her contract. Well,
she waltzed right back in and told the producer she wanted to
do the show again.
you on file.

:..o they

say, thank you very much we have

What else can you do? Now, I'm not saying

rejection is easy by any means, because it can still take a toll on
you. You just have to figure out for yourself and personally,
how do you handle it? I constantly talk to myself and realize
I'm just not what they're looking for.

And yes, on big auditions

when you nail the part and deserve it, it's just not your time and
I've come to peace with that. Again, it has taken me years of
rejection to realize this, but there is that one moment where
everything clicks and you understand this game of the
entertainment business."
10.) Has the fear of rejection ever inhibited your dance

performance?
"The fear of rejection has never inhibited my dance
performance. I won't let it!!!! You have to be bold and brave
and make everyone want to watch you. There are too many
people wanting to be and live as professional dancers. What is
going to make you stand out? Being shy and having the sense
that the smallest criticism and rejection can break you will send
you straight back home."
11.) What advice do you have for dancers starting out in the
professional dance world?
"There are so many things I can say to dancers starting out in
the professional dance world. The main thing is don't let
rejection get to you. Again, this is much easier said then done,
but you NEVER KNOW WHAT THEY ARE LOOKING FOR at an
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audition.

I don't know how else to stress the point of that it's,

sadly, not always your ability in dance.

Don't get me wrong,

you have to be able to pick up choreography and have very
strong technique to stand out, but it could be something as
stupid as they are trying to find somebody who can fit into the
costumes of the person who just left the show. Stay in class
and keep training. A lot of auditions and this business is all
about who you know. You could book a job just by taking a jazz
class and the teacher sees you every week, knows how you
work, and likes you.

It's as simple as that.

Being in class will

also prepare you for whatever is thrown at you at an audition
and won't have to worry about, "man I haven't done a triple
turn in about 3 months." And the main thing is keep auditioning,
keep trying.

I know this might sound clichD' but don't listen to

what people think or say about you.

Don't let someone tell you

you're not good enough. Trust me, I can talk from personal
experience, you have to keep on doing what you love and
believe that you are good enough and something will come your
way. You have to have that drive and motivation and passion
of wanting to dance and perform, not going into an audition
with the thought of, "well I need this job to pay rent". Also, look
at different companies in your favorite style of dance.

Not only

do I get to audition out here but I'm with a tap company that is
amazing and we perform everywhere in this area and
Connecticut and Boston.

I get paid to tap dance.

does that sound? Just don't ever give up!!!!!

How silly

People and

situations in life will try to get you down or make you feel like a
failure.

Don't let it get to you. Who does this one person think

they are trying to cut you down? This industry is very difficult
and demanding but by making strong and right and healthy
decisions, you can stick with it and have a very
satisfying career. We are all very crazy to be in this business,
but crazy not to be!"
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Name: Marlana Walsh-Doyle
Professional: Managing Director for the Houston Metropolitan Dance
Company

1.) What thoughts or feelings come to mind when you hear
the word rejection?
"Not accepted and sad'

2.) Can you briefly discuss the family environment you grew
up in?
"Very supportive of me and my Dance Career. All I did was
dance and was at the studio growing up."
a.) Did any of your immediate family members have

involvement in the arts or competitive sports?
"My sister also danced that is why I started."

3.) Can you briefly describe your dance background?
"Trained at a Competitive Dance Studio in Worcester, MA from
3-18 years of age; went to Point Park University *(It was a
college when I went there) and received a BA in Dance in 2001;
moved to Houston TX to join the Houston Met Dance Company.
In 2003, the company fell and I put it back together and
reorganized it into one of the strongest Contemporary
Company' sin the Southwest. I have been a Dancer, Liaison,
Manager and now I am the Managing Director who still also
dance with the Company."

a.) How do you think it has affected the dancer
you are today?
"Having a company fall in your lap is not expected 2
years out of college .... but I did what I thought was
right and am pretty happy with the success."

4.) How would you describe your work ethic?
"Hard Worker; Determined; Focused"

5.) When can you remember

feeling rejected or judged
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during your childhood?
"Yes, sometimes from my school friends because I was always
s0 busy with dance."

a.) How did you feel and in what ways did you
handle those emotions?
"I usually let it slide and realized that Dance was
more important to me and if they were real friends
they would understand."

6.) When was the first Jr most influential time you
experienced rejection in your dance career?
"My junior Year of college. I came off of a contract from Busch
Gardens in Virginia and I sprained my ankle that summer. I
didn't take the time to let it heal right so when I returned I was
only cast in one piece all year."

a.) What did that feel like?
"Awful and I was a failure"

b.) Did your emotions or thoughts affect you
physical performance in anyway?
"Made me work harder and became a stronger
person and performer."

c.) How did you handle it?
"Going to the gym, Physical Therapy; extra classes"

7.) Describe your thought process before and during an
audition.
"Now that I Direct a company it is hard to remember but always
warming up good; eating good before and after; being as
focused as I can."

8.) Describe your thought process before and during a
performance.
"Staying focused; going over choreography: making sure I
think of the choreographer' s intent and be present in all I do."

9.) What are ways that you handle judgment and rejection?
"Really thinking about them and understanding what went
wrong."
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10.) Has the fear of rejection ever inhibited your dance

performance?
"No. I let it not bother me."

11.) What advice do you have for dancers starting out in the

professional dance world?
"Stay true to yourself; work hard and understand you have to
start over in a sense and be a sponge to whatever is thrown
your way. Also, everything happens for a reason."

Name: Kate O' Connell
Professional: Dances with Celebrity Cruise Lines,
i)

"When I hear the word rejection, my mind immediately drifts to

recess, the elementary school free time activity, not the Saturday
morning cartoon. I think of a game of red rover, dodge ball, or some
other sort of elimination game, where kids would precede the game
with picking teams, leaving less people to choose from as time
passed and where not getting chosen for a team immediately can
muster up a feeling of rejection. I wiki-pedia' d the word and found
that it literally is defined as

"to throw back" . The website' s first

example of rejection is social rejection, further defined as

"an

interpersonal situation that occurs when a person or group of people
exclude an individual from a social relationship"

- i.e. the beginning

of a dodge ball game."
2) "My family environment can be described by the word busy. We
were always on the go, traveling far distances for school, extracurricular activities, and weekend activities involving our hobbies.
Sitting down together as a family nightly wasn' tan option - we
probably ate more dinners together in the car than in the kitchen, but
weekends were always a time for reconnecting. My mom made extra
efforts to make sure we were able to attend and do what we enjoyed
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doing, and my dad spent ample time at his business making sure
there were enough funds to get us the training and education we
needed in activities whether it be dancing like me and my sister or
football for my brother. I came from a competitive background, yes.
My mom was a dancer in her younger years and thus knew the rules
of the game. My dad played football into college and was a backbone
for my brother' s involvement in sports. Naturally my sister, brother
and I followed in their footsteps, moreover, in a competitive nature."
3)

"My dance background only dates back to age 7. I wasn' tone of

those dancers who started at 3 and perhaps that' s why I' ve lasted
as long in the industry as I have - I haven' t been burnt out on
dancing. I started hitting the ground running, however, at age 7,
dancing in nearly 8 routines a weekend at competition. The
commitment only continued from there; I trained at a local studio,
moved to a studio further from my home to get a more diverse and
extensive training. I attended Houston Ballet to chisel my ballet
technique and eventually enrolled in the Houston High School for the
Performing and Visual Arts to focus solely on training, dance history
education, and an opportunity to perform styles that no dance
competition background would ever offer. I graduated high school
and headed to NYC where I majored in dance at Marymount
Manhattan College, getting the training of not only the school' s
dance program, but the field of dance in New York City at large. I had
the opportunity to begin getting my feet wet in the NYC audition
scene at 18 as a freshman in college, and had the honor to perform
in multiple NYC venues throughout my college lifetime. All of my
training has helped me become the dancer I am today primarily
because it has broadened my horizons, opened my eyes, weakened
my ego, and exposed me to a world of dance, small, yes, but
moreover, full of variety, choices and opportunity."
4)

"The best way to describe my work ethic is committed. If I involve

myself in something it' s all or nothing. If I don' t want to involve
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myself in something, I won' t. This is not to say that I have a onetrack mind, or blinders on, but I have ambitions and inspirations that
keep me or; track, whichever way the track may turn, fork, and u-turn
along the way."
5)

"A lot of my childhood memories are association with dance -

every waking moment was involved with it. I honestly can' t pinpoint
one incident that I felt rejected, not involving dance. I suppose
something family related could apply. Being the oldest child and
suddenly welcomed by two younger siblings requires that the
attention from parents and relatives be divided amongst all the kids
in the family. I' m certain that I craved more attention and felt
rejected when I wasn' t the center of attention in my youth. I likely
tormented and bullied my siblings to make myself feel more in
charge and the center of my parents'
6)

focus."

"Because I was driven, focused, and serious about my choices as

a dancer, I often ran into people along the way that could be
described as my speed-bumps; jealousy fueled their fire and drove
them to criticize me and comment on my methods, whether it be me
taking three ballet classes in one day, getting to class early to stretch
or avoiding discussion during a class itself. Granted at times I took
life maybe a little too seriously, there were those that didn' t take it
seriously enough - then again, some of those people are likely not
pursuing dance today, but pursuing something else they found more
interest, compassion and enjoyment in. So I can associate rejection to
not being included by those who were less focused in dance. This
happened during my years of training, prior to becoming a
professional. It was often frustrating, a setback in my diligence, and
an annoyance. I guess you could say it affected my class
performance, at times, but I was never too bothered by it to let it
affect me. Dance class or not, I have always been content in my
decisions, no matter how similar or different they may be to the
crowd. One of my favorite quotes comes from this idea.
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"Two roads

diverged in a wood, and I- I took the one less traveled by, and that
has made all the difference." - Robert Frost. That' s basically how
I' ve handled it, and other feelings of rejection that have bombarded
me in my artistic journey. Not everyone is going to like you, not
everyone is going to be impressed by you and want to hire you, but
as long as you' re comfortable in your own skin, you will never be
negatively affected by this word - rejection. You will rather take it as
a learning experience, and use rejection to fuel your motivations to
exce.I "
7)

"Auditions require focus. From beginning to end if you let your

mind wander, you will miss important information, miss important
choreographic movements, and miss the chance at a job. I approach
the day with ample time to get to where I need to go, decompress
and zone in for every audition. Auditions do have a lot of down time
though. I try to listen to music, keep warm, and keep my eye on the
prize, not spend too much time reading, talking to involving myself in
other activities that will only clutter my mind."
8)

"My thought process is similar for a performance. Perhaps more

reviewing is involved in terms of choreography I have to perform, but
I am zoned in nonetheless. My most recent professional job was as a
dancer with Celebrity Cruises. Call time is an hour before I show. I
would be there two hours early. Get my hair and make up done
before others arrived, and spend 45 minutes doing a ballet barre and
stretches on the stage. Without such preparations, my performance
would lack commitment."
9)

"I don' t let judgment and rejection get to me. If you are

constantly consumed by what everyone else thinks of you, you will
never get anywhere; you will lack confidence, fall into peer pressure,
conform to the norm, and lack individuality. There' s a reason we all
have different names, body images, beliefs, upbringings, careers,
etc. It' s our job to embrace this personality and maintain confidence
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•

We learned how to create movement vocabulary by finding
inspiration in sculptures. We picked three sculptures and
choreographed movement that exaggerated direction, intention,
weight, and shape.

•

We expanded our creative process through research,
presentation, reflection, and assessment.

•

We learned physical and performance skills by working with
peers and one on one :oaching with Judy.

• We gained knowledge about space, time, force/energy, and
qualities.
•

We developed our movement through near and far kinesphere,
positive and negative space, indirect and direct paths.

•

We learned about the different types of energy and force, for
example movements that have swing, undulate or restrain,
vibratory or sustain, or movements that are percussive.

•

We learned about literal, abstract, pedestrian, metaphor, and
codified gestures

•

We explored music and integrated the different sounds with our
movement vocabulary. We first chose our piece of music and
then worked with David to integrate his choice of sound that
best fit our movement.

•

We worked with text and explored how words can help inspire
movement and help spark creativity.

•

We learned how to speak, read, and write about dance. We
learned to analyze and comprehend the elements of dance and
other aesthetic principles.

Laban:
•

We developed skills of body, effort, shape, and space by
learning and exploring Laban movement.

•

We learned and practiced the Bartenieff Fundamental Patterns
of Total Body Connectivity.
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•

We developed breath, core-distal connectivity, head-tail
connectivity, upper-lower connectivity, body-half connectivity,
and cross-lateral connectivity.

•

We gained knowledge on analyzing, writing, and using the
verbal language of Laban Movement Analysis when exploring
body, effort, shape, and space.

•

We learned the basics of shape forms, for example, pin, wall,
ball, screw, and tetrahedral.

•

We learned about shape flow, opening and closing, directional
movement, and carving , ,ovement.

•

We learned about the shape qualities of rising, sinking,
advancing, retreating, spreading, and enclosing.

•

We learned about Laban and his philosophy that the human
body and mind are one and inseparably fused.

Drumming For Dancers:
•

We improved our ability to learn how to analyze and execute
rhythmic patterns.

•

We developed musical and rhythmic clarity and movement
phrasing.

•

We learned to integrate rhythms with basic movement phrases
and exercises.

•

We learned to execute correct hand coordination for drumming
and master the base tone smack.

•

We learned the origins and history of the different drums we
practiced on in class.

•

We learned how to expand our knowledge of keeping time, the
overall pattern of time, and the many forms of sub dividing
time.

Dance History:
•

We learned about the Romanticism period of ballet. A period
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where ballerinas wore longer tutus, were more bellow shaped,
•

and danced on pointe shoes.
We gained knowledge about J. G. Noverre who was the driving
force of Ballet D' action, writes Letters sun ladanje et ballet, he
wanted to revise costumes and wanted the movement to match
the drama and emotions of the story.

•

We learned how Ted Shawn became the first important male
modern dancer, split from Ruth St. Dennis because he wanted
to captivate a more athletic masculine style in modern. He
started the company Ted Shawn and his men dancers, lasted
from the 30' s to the 40' s.

•

We explored how Laban studied with Delsarte, established his
own school, and movement acquires, interested in how an

•

individual factored into a movement group, would have huge
festivals in Europe.
We discovered how Alvin Ailey started his company in 1958
with only African Americans, called, Alvin Ailey American Dance
Theatre. He then died in 1989, and Judith Jamison took over
the company, she retired within the year of 2009.

•

We learned a lot about Pearl Primus: she was short muscular,
darker skinned, didn't gain the success that Dunham did
because of her color, Strange Fruit: 1943 based on Louis
Allen' s poem about a lynching and became a Buddy Holiday
song, does research in Southern US and Africa, gets a
doctorate as well.

•

We gather knowledge on how Taylor studied under
Cunningham, Limon, Martha Graham (left to go dance with
Cunningham) born in 1930: originally a swimmer, trained at
Julliard, choreographed a very controversial piece called 7 New
Dances, one of the dances was called DUET done to one of
John Cages compositions called

"4 min and 33sec"

it is silent

and Cage just sits on the piano and then leaves. This
controversy bridges into the Post Modern era.
• We learned about Master Juba (William Henry Lane): first to
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become a famous tap dancer mixed what ppl called the Irish jig
or Irish step dancing with Africanisms, died in his twenties, had
alcoholism problems that led him to his death, didn't leave us
enough historical information about himself.
•

We developed the knowledge of Motion Capture: MOCAP,
allows animated features to become more alive by dancers
actually doing the movement, the dancer has censors on him or
her and then the animator goes to the figure and changes it to a
character the animator wants. Swan lake NYC ballet dancers
were used in the ani .1ation of the characters movements.

Jazz:
•

We learned to dance with precision and personality.

•

We gained more knowledge about auditioning and the business
side to the jazz dance world.

•

We learned about getting an agent and dressing the part for an
audition.

•

We explored the different styles of jazz dance from Fosse to
Jazz Funk.

•

We learned that technique and personality play major roles in
jazz dancing.

•

We explored the movement vocabulary and emotion depth of
the different styles of jazz dancing.

•

We learned how to dance with the camera and how to further
our dancing when dancing in front of our peers.

•

We learned from many different teachers that provided
constructive criticism and new movement vocabulary that
challenged us through out each semester.

•

We learned to emphasized working with the camera, developing
character, and quickly taking direction. He taught us a
combination from the thriller music video, which really
challenged us to get into character.

•

We also learned a combination with the prompt of being a doll.
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After learning the combination we got into groups and he gave
us a direction each time we performed the combination.
• We learned we had to quickly take direction and perform for the
camera.
•

We learned the directions to change our facial expressions and
look at the camera. His style was very commercial jazz and
played with characterization and performance qualities.

•

We developed how to take and apply directions quickly so
choreographers and directors with want to work with us,
because time is money.

Ballet:
•

We learned correct body alignment and body mind connection.

•

Vl/e have experienced major growth and have made strides in
our ballet technique. Through experiencing growth and
progress our_minds and its thoughts have gotten in my way.

•

We experienced major growth and made strides in the ballet
technique. Through experiencing growth and progress my mind
and its thoughts have gotten in my way.

•

We have found using my breath as another helpful tool in
finding elongation in my movements. Build more athletically
and having the habit of muscling through movement, finding
length is a concept that I am continuing to work on.

•

We learned about ballet challenging me both mentally and
physically this semester in ways that have made me grow as a
dancer and a person.

•

We learned about the process before we over analyze our
bodies and how it was supposed to transition through space
hoping we would make it to the next step on time.

•

We learned how the process is a major component in our
dancing and if it is not successful our work ethic will suffer.

Kinesiology 1:
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•

We learned how to view the body as a form of architecture
regarding the structure of the skeleton and the muscles, which
move it.

•

We learned about the function of the cell, the relationships
between cells, and specific functions of each type of cell with in
the body.

•

We learned about the components of the skeletal system
including cartilage, bone, and one maintenance.

•

We learned about the ccmponents of the muscular system and
the relationship between the muscular system, skeletal system
and nervous system.

•

We learned about the function and anatomy of the circulatory
system, cardiovascular system, and the heart.

•

We learned about the nervous system including the relationship
between the central and peripheral nervous system.

•

We about the influence f stress, nutrition, environment and
lifestyle on the cells of the body, and on the body as a whole.

Kinesiology 2:
•

We developed a furthered understanding of kinesiology ideas
and anatomical fact, which we could relate to dance based
theory.

•

We learned to identify specific bones and muscle groups within
the body such as the pelvis, hip, knee, patellofemoral joints,
ankle, foot, and both lower and upper extremeties.

•

We learned about the major regions and functions of the body
with particular attention to the spine and pelvis,

•

We gained a greater understanding of the different types of
joints within the body and how they function and move.

•

We learned about the importance of taking care of our own
bodies with the idea of longevity for our dance careers in mind.

•

Considering longevity, we created a personal conditioning
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program in which to practice in conjunction with our dance
practice to keep our bodies strengthened and flexible.
•

V✓ e

cultivated knowledge of common dance injuries and how to

prevent them through correct alignment and awareness of the
body' s placement.
Styles and Forms:
•

Vv'e learned a partne.· s choreography we intertwined the
movement with transitions and stillness; therefore, expanding
our study' s movement vocabulary.

•

We created our movement vocabulary first and then chose our
music.

•

Trying to embody different qualities forced us out of our usual
way of moving and into qualities that were foreign and
uncomfortable to our bodies.

•

By doing this we were dancing outside of our comfort zone;
therefore, helping the growth in the quality of dancing.

•

We listened to music over and over again in order to create the
right intrinsic relationship between the gong sounds and our
movement.

•

We developed the knowledge of intrinsic and extrinsic
relationships between music and the movement.

•

We also had to become very familiar and really listen to the
music in order to form a relationship between our stillness and
the music' s silence.

•

We broadened our choreographic tools and movement
vocabulary, as well as, challenged the quality of our dancing.

To Dance Is Human:

• Vie experienced the cognitive, affective and Kinesthetic material
to learn that we can be sometimes naive to other cultures, and
that the people around us have all different cultural
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backgrounds that have contributed to our lifestyle and values.
•

We have learned that our families play a very important role in
uur morals, value, and how we react in certain situations.

•

We have learned that every culture is valuable in its people,
dance, lifestyles, traditions, etc. and teaches us something
about our life and challenges our mind to stay open and eager.

•

The curriculum served an importance in our personal life
through analyzing my family, our background and childhood,
and diving deep into the facets of our life that have made us
who we are today.

•

We learned through creating our baskets, making cultural
markers, writing our stories, and sharing our story with the
class we had a chance to know ourselves on a deeper level.

Modern:
•

We learned and developed a sense of body core connection.

•

We learned how to use movement that swings.

•

We developed athleticism and made intellectual growth in the
modern dance style.

•

We learned to perform aerial, high level, low level, and mid
level movement vocabulary.

•

We learned to use our breath through our movement.

•

We gain knowledge on spinal flexion and extension, and head
tail connection.

•

We learned about the different major dancers and
choreographers that have influenced and changed the modern
world.
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The Evolution of Dance on Camera
Screen dance began with artists' desire to capture movement of the human
body. From Edward Muybridge's photographic inventions and use of multiple cameras
to the dance archives in the Library of Congress in Washington, D.C., video dance and
screen dance have evolved through the advancements of technology. Through film and
television dancers are able to captivate audiences in the comfort of their own home.
Hollywood feature films, dance films, musicals, avant-garde art films, live performance
recordings, dance documentaries, music videos, etc. dance for the camera has
progressed throughout history. In an atmosphere where directors, choreographers,
dancers, and editors work together in creating movement vocabulary a dancers'
performance is encapsulated through the lens of the camera. Researching the history
and progression of video dance in the fields of ballet, modern, and commercial dance it
is apparent dance for the camera has evolved into a technique and art of its own.
The birth and beginnings of video dance date back to 1894 after Louis Lumi'ere
patented the cinematograph, a machine that combined the mechanics of a camera and
a projector (Virginia Brooks, 2002). In Evann Sieben's, Choreography for Camera: A
Historical Perspective he provides an example of a major starting point of video dance

by looking back in history. He recalls, "Dance films were recorded by Thomas Edison
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as early as 1895, including Annabelle's Serpentine Dance and Annabelle's Butterfly
dance, and the Pathe Brothers and George Me'lies started creating movement films

soon after" (Siebens, 1998, 1). From Thomas Edison's early recordings the world of
video dance began to grow as technology began to advance. Combining the
inventions of Edward Muybridge's photographic experiments and the early
cinematograph, dancers soon b, same subjects in some of the first black and white,
silent, short films. Larry Billman recaps this progression in Envisioning Dance on Video
and Film, "Rushing locomotives, racing horses, and hundreds of dancers soon became

the contents of the early short, silent films" (Billman, 2002, 12). Technology soon made
another advancement by introducing the feature of sound, creating "talkies". This aural
factor in filmmaking really changed the face of video and screen dance. "The
introduction of sound film in the late 1920s enabled filmed dance to be synchronized
with music, restoring that vital component" (Brooks, 2002, 55). This advancement
enabled the use sound in recording dance and creating dance films, and sparked the
era of musicals, and follies. As technology continued to advance dancers began to
adapt and learn how the camera could be used as a performance tool for a
choreographer's movement vocabulary.
History has experienced influential moments of video dance in the fields of ballet
and modern dance. Choreographers and dancers have explored and inspired films,
documentaries, and live recordings that can be found in the archives of dance libraries
around the world. In Virginia Brooks' (2002) timeline, A Century of Dance and Media,
the first dance recording in 1894 captured the famous Ruth St. Denis in a skirt dance
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outdoors. Other great modern dancers began investing in video dance, finding new
ways to develop their brilliant movement vocabulary by transferring it from the
proscenium stage to the camera. "Archival footage of legendary dance figures Ruth St.
Denis in 1906, Doris Humphrey in 1924, Katherine Dunham in 1941 and Martha
Graham in 1943, are rare visible artifacts of some of the pioneers of American modern
dance," explains Evann Siebens in i ·s essay Choreography for Camera: A Historical
Perspective, showing how great modern dancers have sparked the evolution of video

dance (Siebens, 1998, 1). These modern dancers explored the relationship of dance
and space through looking through the lens of a camera. This crucial relationship of
spatial awareness in film is eloquently demonstrated in Martha Graham's Night
Journey. "Martha Graham's film Night Journey exemplifies how stage choreography

can be transposed to camera with an innate understanding of camera, dance space,
and movement" (Evann Siebens, 1998, 2). Martha reveals this transposition by taking
the proscenium stage view and integrating more movement by using camera angles
and understanding how the body correlates with each angle. Many great modern
pioneers used film for archival footage, while others made dance films. Another
example of a beautiful integrated film is Doris Humphrey's Air For the G String, where
she explores the use of full frontal, oblique, and overhead shots giving the film and
choreography circularity and dimension. More recent modern choreographer Merce
Cunningham also found a liking·for dance for the camera. The use of space and
sporadic directional change in Cunningham's movement vocabulary allows the camera
to capture the brilliance of his movement. Evann Siebens describes, ''This lack of
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directional orientation, and the nature of Cunningham's movement, translates
particularly well to film, and the way the camera sees movement" (Siebens, 1998, 3).
As these choreographers and dancers created and explored dance for the camera
audiences around the world became more interested in the language of dance. Dance
for the camera created an outlet for American audiences to watch dance entertainment
without going to the theatre. Televi-;ion series Dance In America was the first dance
series shown on network primetime. Jae Venza explains Dance In America by stating,
"This series was conceived as a showcase for the work of such divergent dance
geniuses as Balanchine, Graham, Taylor, Cunningham, and Tharp" (Venza, 2002, 10).
Another pivotal moment in dance for the camera happened in 1973 with the film
American Ballet Theatre: A Close-Up In Time, which was the first major American-

company ballet program on PBS. The film was directed by Jerome Schnur, included
discussions of the company's history and repertory, and had edited excerpts from
Swan Lake, Les Sylphides, Rodeo, and The River, and the complete Pillar of Fire. The

program sparked the attention of the National Endowment for the Arts. They began to
look into how funding a series of dance programs could bring America's largest dance
companies to a potentially new national dance audience. This progression eventual led
to the ongoing Live From Lincoln Center series (Venza, 2002). Through integration of
film and dance the fields of modern and ballet have experienced a growth in dance
audiences and family audiences around the world. The recordings and documentations
that dance on film have provided can be found in college dance departments
everywhere. Dance on camera has changed the way people view ballet and modern
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dance through providing a more permanent and convenient way to capture the art of
movement.
Along with ballet and modern dance, film and television have also impacted the
world of commercial dance. Film making in this genre is more classified with screen
dance. In Douglas Rosenberg's "Proposing a Theory of Screen dance" he defines
screen dance: "So this is the inh( ·itance of screen dance: a critical vacuum out of
which we align ourselves with the entertainment value of dance and the technical
method of distribution of film and video" (Rosenberg, 2010, 12). His definition points
more toward the entertainment value of dance for the camera. Looking at the history of
musicals, music videos, and variety shows, the evolution of screen dance is revealed.
One of the first screen dance entertainers, Charles Chaplin, performed a parody of
Nijinsky's Afternoon of a Faun in Sunnyside in 1919. As technology progressed,
"talkies" were invented, creating a whole other world for screen dance. Starting in the
1930's dancing and singing variety films begin to evolve. David Parker describes the
progression stating, "By the mid-thirties, the popularity of the series of Busby Berkley
and Astaire and Rogers musical films prompted Hollywood to produce a large number
of musicals, often in bi-annual "Broadway Melody," "Gold Diggers" and "Follies"
series" (Parker, 1998, 13). Among the many talented musical film performers and
creators, Busby Berkley is seen as a one of the most influential screen dance
innovators. Berkley was known for his large-scale, extravagantly patterned musical
dance numbers, and for his use of overhead or kaleidoscope shots. Evann Siebens
describes Berkley's technique stating, "He reacted against the stationary, full-bodied
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style employed by the dance cinematographer of the time" (Siebens, 1998, 2). Berkley
was also influenced by Fred Astaire another screen dance innovator. Both Berkley and
Astaire introduced the use of full-body camera shots to filmmakers. Evann Siebens
(1998) also concludes that
Berkley's choreographic pictures could never be seen on the stage, but are beautifully
captured by the movement of a came•q_
Overtime-musical productions were being made into full-length films, and
vaudeville follies were being transferred onto the television screen. The thirties, forties,
and fifties films were full of musical dance numbers and dance entertainment. History
experiences another major screen dance progression during the eighties. Larry
Billman's "Music Video as Short Form Dance Film" talks about this progression stating,
"After dance-dry decades of the 1960's and 1970's, the 1980's were suddenly filled
with dance on commercial film, for three reasons: to elicit the nostalgia of the early
rock'n'roll innocence, to showcase new forms of social dance, and to facilitate the
greatest opportunity for dance makers to create on film since the invention of the
camera: the music video" (Billman, 2002, 13). The creation of the music video inspired
television stations to air these short dance films everyday.
One of these stations being MTV, people began to enjoy watching dance
entertainment again. Premiering in 1981, Larry Billman explains the influence that MTV
had on screen dance by explaining, "In previous decades, the evolution of stage dance
had influenced dance on film. Now, the ever-changing social dance vocabularies used
in music video are producing the greatest impact on filmed dance since the
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innovations of Busby Berkley and Fred Astaire" (Billman, 2002, 14). During this period
Michael Jackson was performing fifteen minute long dance numbers in his music
videos, creating a bigger role for dancers in the commercial film business. From then
on music videos and musical dance films progressed with the creations of Bob Fosse,
Gwen Verdon, Jerome Robbins, and Michael and Janet Jackson. The dance
entertainment of screen dance E"'olved into something of an epidemic, making dance
the popular activity of choice. The progression of the commercial dance world
continues through screen dance each and every day.
As technology quickly flourishes through each decade, video dance flourishes
into an art from dancers and choreographers are able to have full ownership and
direction over. For example, in 1989 Hi8 video format was created which allowed
filmmakers to record their work on tapes in a higher resolution and clearer picture. In
1995 digital video camcorders arrived providing dancers and choreographers a much
easier and affordable way to document and create dance films. Along with
advancements in editing and computer software technology broadened the role of
screen dance choreographers, allowing them to direct, film, and edit their own dance
films.
Technology allowed choreographers to create their own artistic expression from
start to finish. The freedom of a digital camcorder not only made it easier to film dance
in different more dynamic angles but also provided direct capability to convert and
editing on the computer. Editing software allows the editor to cut, merge, transform,
and transpose video clips to create different visual effects in each scene.
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In relationship with the advancements in technology equipment, dance
filmmakers can now exhibit their work in an easier way for a broader audience. With
the creation of You Tube.com in 2005 dancers and choreographers are able to post
their work on the website sharing their artistic expression with millions of viewers
around the world. Any dancer is now capable of choreographing, filming, editing, and
exhibiting their work on the lntenet.
Filmmakers not only can share their work on the Internet, but also at
international dance film festivals. For example, "DFA is a founding member of MAD,
Media and Dance network of over thirty dance film festivals around the world" {2005).
The Dance Film Association provides dance filmmakers an outlet to learn, develop, and
experience the art of dance filmmaking. In 1971 the DFA put together an annual Dance
On Camera Festival, gathering screen dance makers to share, observe, and analyze
other artists' films. As the film festival expanded and getting more attention, the DFA
started offering post-production grants and later was able to give out awards
encouraging young dance filmmakers. Associations like the DFA and others dance film
festivals continue to encourage and allow artists to explore and develop dance on
camera.
Through looking at influential markers in the history of video and screen dance,
it becomes clear how dance for the camera has become an art form of its own. From
Martha Graham to Busby Berkley and silent Charlie Chaplin films to YouTube clips,
dancing for the camera has brought dance to new heights and increased recognition.
Video and screen dance have provided audiences a way to enjoy dance entertainment
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with out leaving the comfort of their own home. Dance for the camera has developed
new techniques of performance and a different way of watching dance. Using a
camera to capture movement of the human body challenges not only the
choreographer but also the director. Working together the choreographer, dancers,
and director are able to make a film that inspires and captivates audiences. Dance
filmmaking has evolved into an art form full of possibility and growth.
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Aesthetic Statement
The movement of a human body has always captivated me. From the moment I
began to walk till now I have danced through life. Many styles, teachers, ideas, and
experiences have influenced my dancing. I started dancing at the ripe age of four in an
environment of gymnastics, cheerleading, and drill team. All three genres were beneficial
and valuable, but I once I opened the door to the art of dance there was no turning back.
I began to watch videos and music videos of ballerinas and jazz dancers I knew
there was something more to dance then tricks and flips. I desired the fulfillment and
artistry of the dancers I observed on film. I remember watching the film The Red Shoes
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and admiring how eloquently beautiful her movement danced through space. I watched
Michael Jackson music videos religiously, hitting rewind and play over and over again until
I knew the choreography, I remember feeling the sense of fire and liveliness that exuded
through his movement.
In my teenage years I was a competition/ convention kid. I was training at a studio
that attended competitions/convention'. almost every weekend. In the beginning it was
overwhelming, but I quickly began to thrive on the environment. During these years almost
every teacher I took from influenced my movement. I was becoming a chameleon, learning
and imitating every different teacher's style. I was a trained jazz dancer who was unaware
of how much more the dance world had to offer me.
Growing up in this realm of dance exposed me to the commercial jazz world, which
definitely influenced my dancing. I learned how to pick up and retain choreography quickly,
entertain the audience using facial expressions and theatrics, most of all it fed my burning
passion for jazz at the time. I was unaware of how much dancing in college would change
my life.
Being a dance major in college was the most beneficial things that could of
happened to me. It has been in college where I have learned what the art of dance really
means. I can now fulfill my dreams of finding my artistry through dance. My dancing has
changed dramatically because of the influence of the classes and teacher I have worked
with. I have learned that I have a burning desire for modern dance. Exploring and
discovering movement through modern dance, I have found that it challenges me mentally
and physically to create some of my best

work. The caliber of modern dance I
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find to more artistic, refined, free, and limitless.
I was fortunate enough to be given the opportunity to attend the American Dance
Festival 201 O summer intensive. Attending this festival changed the vision and goals I have
for my dance career. I fell in love with the Kate Weare Company after being brought to
tears because of their brilliant performance. There were four dancers, two girls and two
guys. The work started in silence with the

.l

slapping battle between a male and female

duet. Their dancing was strong, yet sensual bound yet free-flowing and expressed hate
and love at the same time. It was the most brilliant performance I have seen yet.
The way each dancer animated the stage was captivating. The dancers possessed
strength, artistry, and dignity, forming a magical bond between them that I had never
witnessed before. The choreography that was created by Kate Weare was brilliant,
thought provoking, unique, and kept me on the edge of my seat. The perfect length and
clarity of each section seamlessly transitioned into the next. From beginning to end every
movement provoked an array of emotions, expressed a storyline that was left to the
audience's interpretation , and sparked passion in each relationship. It was after seeing the
Kate Weare Company when my desire and love from modern dance hit me like a ton of
bricks.
Through my years training in different styles I have begun to find that the aesthetic
of modern dance feeds my fiery passion for dance. I admire and appreciate the physicality,
expressivity, spontaneity, and ever-changing aesthetic of modern. I will always love and
continue to train in jazz, contemporary, hip-hop, and ballet, but modern fulfills my desires
challenges my dancing causing my

as an artist. It pushes me to limits and
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mind, body, and spirit to awaken and experience true artistry.
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